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YOUNG WILD WEST'S VICTORY
OR, THE ROAD AGENTS LAST HOLD UP
BY AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Rob Runner a11d his Band.

bu~ I am afraid it is too late. I always make it a
pornt to have every passenger killed, if there is
The Stage-coach that ran between Weston and one or more of them who do any shooting. You
Spondulicks left the former little town o~e . hot will just hand over your weapons now and then
day in summer with only three passengers m 1t.
allow yourselves to be relieved of what you have
These were three men who ihad come out to the got."
Black Hills to make their fortunes and had not
At a sigual from the speaker two of the men
dismounted and stepped up the door of the stagesucceeded.
But they had saved up sufficient gold dust to
coach and opened it.
amount to a thousand dollars between them, and
The man who had been shot was lying ha!~ on
they were bound home, hoping to ihave consider- the seat and half on the floor of the vehicle beable of it left when they got there.
tween the two, and they acted as though they
In addition to these passengers the stage-coach were willing to get out.
ca1Tied the mail, and in the bags were. a number
But this they were not allowed to do.
of letters containing money that the mmers we:e
They handed over their weapons with the best
sending home to their folks.
grace possible, and then ' held their hands above
The driver and the man who went along as a their heads while the two villains went through
sort of guard were on top of the outfit and both their pockets.
·
were taking it rather easy.
This was soon done and tihen they turned their
It was a warm day and the horses were not attention to the dead man.
urged along any faster than l:1- jog trot, and !he_
What the took from their victims they promptly
passengers were getting anxious about g~ttu~g turned over to the man who was evidently the
mto Spondulicks, so they could get a good mght s
captain.
rest and connect with the Overland route for the
"I suppose you are going to let us go now,"
nearest town that had a railroad.
.
one of the passengers ventured to say.
The rather rickety rig was lumbermg- along
"Not yet, but in a few minutes you can go. I
about halfway between the two towns, and the
to tell you who I am first."
- driver was dozing on the box, when suddenly want
"Well, who are you?" spoke up the other man.
about a dozen horsemen appeared in the road
"You may have heard of Rob Runner, the Gamahead of him and a voice called out:
bler?"
"Halt!"
"Yes; he usecj to hang around Weston a great
The horsemen wore masks, and each of them deal."
had a revolver leveled at the driver and the guard
"Well, have you heard of Captain Rob Runner,
1
on the top of the vehicle.
It was wonderful to see how quickly the driver the road a;::ent ?"
"No."
obeyed that command. There is nothing any
"Well, I happen to be both of them."
more persuasive than a pistol in the hands of a
"I can't say that I am pleased to meet you."
desperate-looking man.
"Hands up!" came the order from the foremost ve11tured one of the men.
"Nor I, either," added his companion.
horseman, a.!.,d this, too, was obeyed.
"You are trying to get humorous, I see," said
But the three passel!<_rers had n?t been taken
into consideration by the masked riders, and one the captain of the road agents. "That is someof them, who was a plucky sort of a fellow, began thing I never tolerate when I am on business of
this kind. Get serious, now, and say your prayers,
firing his revolver at them.
.
He had just fired three shots, woundmg two of for you have only thirty seconds to live!"
The two unlucky men turned deathly pale at
the horses and narrowly missiJ}g the leader of !he
this.
band when one of the masked men sent a rifle
Their eyes met, as though they were asking
ball ~rashing into his brain.
.
This was sufficient to make the other two give each other what to do.
"I am going- to shoot you both when I count
in, and they at once called out that they would
three," said Captain Rob Run11er in an icy tone of
surrender and do as they were told.
voice.
"You-are talking with a little sense, gentlemen;
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The men looked around for an avenue of escape,
but there was none.
The l"Oad agents had surrounded the stagecoach and their weapons bristled on every hand.
"One!" said the cold-blooded villain.
He was seated astride his horse and had the
reins in his teeth, while in either hand was a revolver.
The muzzle covered the breasts of the two passengers ·and they were so close to them that they
could hardly miss.
"Two!"
The helpless men trembled slightly, for the tone
of voice of the outlaw captain implied that he
really intended to make good his word.
"Have mercy on us!" one pleaded. "We have

--"

.
"Three!"
The last word had scarce!}' been uttered when
two reports sounded as one, almost, and the
passengers tumbled over backward
One was killed instantly and the other was
badly wounded.
But another shot from the cruel scoundrel
caused this waning light to flicker and go out.
It is sickening to record such doings, but it becomes our duty to chronicle the events as they
took place.
In those days road agents were as thick as fleas
in that section, and the majority of them were
devoid of heart and conscience.
Rob Runner seemed to enjoy what he was doing
thoroug-hly.
He looked at the driver and the guard on the
top of the coach, who sat there with their hands
up as they had placed them when the command
was given.
"Have you got anything about you?" he asked.
"Nothln' worth mentionin'," replied the driver.
"Well, get down off there, anyhow. Being that
this thing has gone so far, we might as well do
it up brown. It will be the first hold-up of the kind
that ever took place on the road between Wes ton
·
and Spondulicks."
The two men obeyed.
"You have got tiher drop on us," said the driver;
"an' we ain't fools enough to not do as you say.''
"That's right, pardner," nodded the guard, who
was an old man of sixty.
"Well, it won't make any difference," laughed
the road agent captain. "Boys, just relieve them
of their shooting irons and then tie their hands
behind them."
In spite of the protests made by the men, this
was done in short order.
"Now, one of you get up there and get the
driver',: whip.''
An agile man in the crowd soon had the whip.
Rob Runner then ordered the men who were holding the horses by the bits to let go and get out of
the way.
"Get ·up!" he cried, and then he plied the whip
into both leaders at once and caught the others as
they darted ahead.
The animals had been more or less frightened,
anyhow, and this treatment served to sta1t, them
ahead at breakneck speed.
They did not mind the hot July afternoon now,
but thundered along the road leading to Spondulicks real runaways now. for they found that
Uier~ was no one holding the line~

"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Rob Runner. "That wil
be a surprise to folks in Spondulicks when the
see three dead men come riding in. What a joke!"
His men joined in the laugh, as thouv,-h it was
the funniest thing they had seen in a long time.
But the poor fellows who stood there with their
hands tied behind them did not feel that way.
They began to feel as though their end was
close at hand.
"See here," spoke up the driver in a pleading
tone, "I've got an old mother in Spondulicks, who
depends on me to make her livin'. Jest let us go,
won't yer? We'll walk inter town. an' we won't tell
where thi s hold-up took place. We kin say that it
was a couple of miles from here, or anywhere you
say.''
This seemed to tickle Rob Runner immensely
and he laughed boisterously this time.
"I like to hear you talk that way," he said. "But
I would give ten years of my life if it was Young
Wild West who was saying it. You are a friend of
his, I'll wager. And I have sworn vengeance on
any one who is a friend to that fellow."
The driver's eves flashed.
His manner changed, and he now became defiand and reckless.
"When you say that I am a friend to Young
Wild West you speak the truth!" he retorted in
a ringing voice. "Every honest man who has ever
set eyes on Young Wild West is a friend to him.
He couldn't help to be. You say you'd give ten
years of your life if it was him who was pleadin'
to you to be let live. Well, you cowardly villain!
I'd be willing to die right here in my tracks if I
could only see Young Wild West an' his pards,
Cheyenne Charlie, Jim Dart an' Jack Robedee,
comin' up ther road! I could die happy then, for
I know that some of you would go under in no
time, an' ther rest of yer would turn tail to an'
run like whipped curs. When you mention the
name of Young Wild West, jest remember that I
say that he will be the Math of you before
many weeks, Rob Runner! That's all I've got to
sa_v, so go on, now, an' do your worst!"
The portion of the road agent's face that was
visible below the mask he wore twitched when he
heard these ringing words.
"Take them both to the nearest chasm, or hole,
that you can find!" he exclaimed, with something
like a hiss, to ilis lieutenant. "I was going to
torture them, but a drop of a couple of hundred
feet to the sharp rocks below will be a pleasant
death for them to diel The people in Spondulicks
and Weston can wonder what became of them,
and they can keep on wondering.
"Captain, there is a deep chasm right over to
the left about two or three hundred yards from
here," spoke up one of the members, who had
joined the band but lately.
His name was Buck Wood, and he was a rank
enemy of Young Wild West, whom he had tried to
murder on more than one occasion.
"All right," replied Rob Runner. "Buck, you
take charge of the business, then. We will all go
over to see them take their last drop."
The old man who had been actin~ as the guard
on top of the stage-coach winced shglhtly.
But he did not open his mouth. Evidently he
was aware of the sort of men he was dealing with.
He was one of those hardy old fellows who had
fou~ht his way through all sorts of perils and had
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reached a ripe age, with no one but himself to look
out for.
Many times he had been near to death, and it is
just possible that he had become so used to it that
he was not afraid to die.
But, at any rate, he would not give the villains
the satisfaction of hearing h1m beg for his life.
The ruffian called Buck Wood now stepped forward and took the old man by the arm.
Another of the masked men seized the driver.
The two then started off on foot, and the rest
• dismounted and led the horses away from the
roadside, tying them to the trees that grew there
.
in abundance.
Rob Runner removed his mask and walked close
to the men he had condemned to die.
There was a sinister smile on his evil face as
he we,-it along, and he began talking in a joking
manner.
But the stoical mood of the old guard must have
given the driver the cue to remain silent, for he
.did not. open his mouth after the defiant words he
had spoken. ,
The prisoners walked along mechanically, it
seemed, for their limbs moved as though there
·
· was no life in them.
"There's the chasm, cap!" cried Buck Wood,
- pointing to a narrow fissure a short distance ahead
of them.
The captain ran ahead and peered downward.
- It seemPd as though he was peering down an
-odd-shaped well.
,\i~ny feet below he could see the sharp points
of riven rocks protruding upward and outward in
almost every direction.
"Good!" he exclaimed. "When I give the word,
run them over!"
"All right, ·cap!" answered Buck Wood, motioning- for some more of the men to help him.
"Are you ail ready ? "
"Yes!"
"Now, then, you fellow, who is a friend to
Young Wild West, just take your last look at the
sky! And as you go down to your death, remember that it won't be long before Young Wild West
will follow you! Let them go, Buck!"
There was a scuffling noise on the brink of the
abyss, two long-drawn cries of despair, a rattle of
loosened dirt and pebbles, and then the road
agents turned from the spot.
Cold-blooded Rob Runner had kept his word.
If the faces of the men '9Uld have been seen
just then it is possible that they would have
showed up very pale; for as villainous as they
were, it is not likely that they really enjoyed
throwing those two helpless men to their death.
· At a wo1·d from the captain they went back to .
their horses, and then mounting, they repaired to
their secret quarters, where a double allowance of
whisky was served to steady their nerves.
0

CHAPTER II.-Yo11ng Wild West Resolves to
Exterminate the Road Agents.
Young Wild West, the Prince of the ~addle and
Champion Deadshot of the West, was just s-a ddling his handsome sorrel horse, Spit.fire, when
(::heyenne Charlie, a famous scout and close friend
of his, came along with some important news.
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"-The stage-coach was held up and robbed yesterday afternoon!" he said.
"\Vhat!"
"That is right," the scout answered. "The
thTee passengeI's who left with it were found dead
inside, and the d'rtver and guard,., were missing
when the outfit reached Spondulicks."
Young Wild West was the tl'easurer of the Wild
West Mining and Improvement Co., and Cheyenne
Charlie 'Yas one of his three partners on a quadruple claim that had panned out handsomely. The
two other partnel's were Jim Dart and Jack Robedee. Dart was a handsome, athletic boy of
about Wilcl's age, and Robedee was a rather short
chunky feilow a few years older. The four wer;
great friends and had been in many a hard fight
together. If it wasn't Indians it was whites and
they had resolved to make a clean town o;t of
Weston, which had been named in honor of Young
Wild West.
"So the scoundrels have. started in at their busi~ess ___agai_n, haye th_e y?" said Young Wild West.
I did thmk, smce we had not heard from them
in several weeirn, that they had made off for other
parts."
"So?'lething has got to be done," retorted
Charlie. . "\,Ve'll have to organize a vigilance committee an' extarminate ther road agents "
"If we could locate the place where th~y hang
out we could do it in short order."
"Let's take a walk over to ther post-office an'
see what they think about it over there."
"All right."
Young Wild West called out Jim Dart and Jack
Robedee. The four were partners who had
worked a quadruple claim successfully. They
walked toward -the post-office. There was quite
a gathel'ing in fro1nt of the neat little building
that had been erected for the purpose, and old
Sam Murdock, who had been appointed postmaster, was telling them all about it. Inside the
office a young girl was busy sorting over some
let_ters, pa~ers_ and packages. She was Young
Wild Wests girl, pretty Arietta Murdock. She
was the postmistress, not because she had wanted
the job to earn her living, but because she was
adapt.ed to such business, and there seemed to be
no other young girls in the town who were exactly
.fitted for it.
Arietta came out when she saw Youno- Wild
"'
West approaching.
"It is too bad," said she. "There were a whole
lot of registered letters that went with the mail
last evening: It seems as though the road a"'ents
"'
must have got wind of it somehow."
. "They have got onE) of their men right here
m Weston; of that I am satisfied. I have thought
so all along," replied Young Wild West.
"We must make it our business to find out who
it is then,)' spoke up Jim.
"I've got my suspicions of who it are," said
Jack.
."So have I," nodded Wild.
Robedee placed his mouth to Wild's ear.
"You mean Jake Jumper, ther miner who never
serms to work very hard, don't you?" he whispered.
"Yes, he's the one."
1'W ell, we. had better keep a, close eye on him!'
"We will."
Shortly after nine the ill-fated stage-coach
drove in with a man from Spondulicks drivm~
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There were no passengers, save the dead bodies
of the men who had been killed aboard, but two
old frontiersmen sat on the top, rifles in hand.
The mail was delivered, and then preparations
were made for the triple funeral of the luckless
passengers who had been shot down by the road
agents. Nothing had been learned of the missing
driver and guard, so it was thought that they
must have. been slaughtered and thrown off the
road behind rocks or bushes. Young Wild West
was not a little worried over the hold-up, and
came to the conclusion that the road agents must
be broken up, and that as sOt>n as possible. The
town of Weston was on the boom and such things
were bound to give a set-back to it. Just before
it began to grow dark that evening Wild called
Cheyenne Charlie aside and said:
"What do you say if we go out on a hunt for
the road agents?"
"A good idea," replied the scout.
"Well, go and get your horse, and we'll start
out, without Jetting any one know about it."
"That's the best way. If it got known that
we were going on sich an errand, whoever it is
that's in league with ther scoundrels might ride
to then headquarters an' let ?em know that we
was after 'em."
"And in that case, we might get more tlian we
wanted."
"That's it. Well, I'll be ready in ten minutes."
"Good enough!"
When the ten minutes had passed Cheyenne
Charlie was there. Wild mounted Spitfire, and
then, just as darkness set in, they left the town.
They chose the mountain road which branched
off about eight miles from Weston. One fork
led to Spondulicks, and the other went straight
on to the prairies beyond. They felt that Rob
Runner, a gambler, and Buck Wood, a cowboy,
were in some way connected with the road agents.
It was near the fork in the road where they had
last met the two villains, and that was why Wild
was heading for there now. The two brave riders
cantered along at an easy gait, on the alert for
the ,least noise that might signify danger. When
within a mile of the forks they brought their
Jiorses down to a walk. There was no moon and
it was as dark as a pocket. Presently Young
Wild West began to sniff the air suspiciously.
"I smell smoke from burning wood, Charlie,"
said he in a low voice.
,,
"By jip.go ! I do, too," was the reply.
"There is a campfire around here somewhere.
"Something like that, I guess."
What little wind there was came from the east
and it was from that direction that the odor came.
After a few more sniffs they started up the
road. The smoke could be smelled plainer all the
time. But suddenly they lost it altogether.
.
"We are past it," Wild whispered.
His companion nodded. They walked their
steeds back a few steps. Then they could smell
it very plainly again.
· "It comes from over there," and Wild motioned to the left side of the rough mountain road.
"We'll go back a couple of hundred yards and
\ie our .horses, and then hunt for the place it
comes from on foot."
"That's it."
The-y rode back a little way, and then dismountiD£, searchea about for a suitable place to tie the

animals. They were not long in finding one, as
there were lots of places in that vicinity where
there were niches and inlets suitable for that purpose. The sorrel stallion was a horse that was
not used to being tjed close to another, so Wild
was particular in fastening him to the trunk of a
blasted pine, while Charlie tethered his a few feet
away to a jutting piece of rock. They could smell
the smoke plainly from this point, and knowing
that the fire was off the road in that direction,
they felt about for a means of getting up on the
rocky eminence that ran along right there. It
was too dark to see their way with any degree,
but luck must have been with them, for almost
the first thing they did was to find a place where
they could clamber upward. Wild led the way as
agile as a cat, and his companion followed more
slowly. After clambering upward for .about ten
feet the brave boy reached a smooth incline that
. was not too smooth to ascend.
"Come on, Charlie,'· he whispered. "We are
getting nearer that smoke, or I am no judge of
the matter."
"That's right," was the reply. "I kin smell
coffee, too, can't you, now?"
"Yes, when you speak of it; come to think, I
·
can."
"Funny place for a camp up here, ain't it?"
"That's what I ha.ve been thinking."
"Well, we mustntt make ther least bit of noise,
now, an' we've got to be ready to shoot at ther
least notice."
"That's right."
Having come to this understanding, they pushed
ahead again, and gradually they went up the
ascent. A couple of minutes more and they found
themselves on the top of a ridge that was not
over a dozen feet wide. But that was not all!
There was a Jong crack in the center of this, and
through it not only came the smell of smoke and
coffee, but a faint light as well! The next minute the two were peering down into the stable
of the road agents' headquarters. The horses
belortging to the outlaw band could be seen quite
plainly, as a sufficient light came from somewhere,
but just less where our two friends could not
make out. They leaned over the opening and
listened. Much to their satisfaction, they could
hear the sound of voices.
"We have found them, sure enough," whispered
Wild. "But how th11y get in and out is a puzzle
to me. There is nothing but a steep bluff back
here, and I know of no way that they could get
in this ca'ljl beneath us from the road."
"We'll have to find out, that's all,'' was the
reply.
Young Wild West thought for a moment and
then came to the conclusion that it would not be
advisable to go any further that night.
"We will mark the place where we climbed up
here, so we will be .sure of finding it,'' he said.
"Then to-morrow night we will come back disguised and try to get in the cave with or without
the consent of the road agents."
"That's right. We kin rig ourselv~s up as a
couple of Sioux or Pawnees. I kin rattle off considerable of their lingo, an' I've got all ther fixin's
to do it with over home."
This seemed to be a good idea, so after takin
another look into the stable below they crawle
back and made their way slowly doym the inclin;,
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In a few minutes they were on the mountain road
again, and after making a landmark by placing ·
three stones in a line close to a boulder, they
made for their hori;es.
"I think we have done first-rate for our first
~ry at them," observed Wild as they walked their
horses till they were well out of the hearing of
·
the villains in the cave.
"We've done remarkable, I should say!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie.
When the two got back to Weston they found
that their absence ha~ only been noticed by their
immediate friends.
"What's up?" asked Jim, as he and Wild were
getting ready to turn in that night in their neat
little cottage that had been built on the quadrup.Je
claim.
"Oh, Charlie and I have been out on a tour of
investigation," was the reply.
"Well, did you learn anything?"
"A great deal."
"Well, I learned something while you ·were
away."
"You did?"
"Yes. I learned that Rob Runner, the gambler,
is a frequent visitor to our town. He comes in
disguise."
"The dickens, you say!"
"It is a fact. I saw him less than an hour ago.
I don't believe he has left yet."
"How did you find this out?"
"By watching Jake Jumper."
"You don't mean to say that the bushy-whiskered man who plays poker occasionally with
Jake is Runner do you?"
"That is just exactly what I do mean," ;Tim answered. "Jack and I went over to Brown's Ga.zoo
shortly after you and Charlie disappeared tonight, and we found a very stiff game of poker
in progress there. The man with the bushy
whiskers and Jumper were fleecing a couple of
tenderfoots out of a thousand or two, and that
reminded me of the experience of Cheyenne Charlie some time ago. Jack and I watched the gam•
biers pretty closely, and we both soon came to the
conclusion that it was Runner, by his voice."
- "Well, when I come to think of it, I believe you
are right."
"You said you learned a great deal to-night.
What was it that you learned?"
''Charlie and I discovered the headquarters n:f
the road agents," answered Wild.
·
"What!"
"It's a fact."
Jim could scarcely believe his senses when Wild
related what be and Cheyenne Charlie had discov<>red that night.
"Whew!" he exclaimed. "I guess it won't be
very long now before we'll have the villains on
'
the run."
"No. I have made up my mind to break up the
gang, and it is going to be done, as sure as my
nAme is Young Wild West!"
The two talked the matter over for nearly an
hour before they went to sleep, and when they got
up the next morning they went to their work with
the thoughts of breaking up the gang of road
agents uppermost in their minds.
It set in to rain shortly after sunrise, so the
majority of the miners did not go to work. This
was the sort of day that a. professional gambler
liked. He could genernlly- make a pretty good
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haui_ on a day like this, as the men were bound
to spend their idle time in gambling and drinking.
It was about ten o'clock when Young Wild
'Qest and Jim strolled down to Brown's Gazoo,
Almost the first persons they saw there wera
Jake Jumper and the man with the bushy
whiskers.
CHAPTER III.-The Poker Game and What
Followed .
•
Young Wild West looked ~harply at the man
with the bushy whiskers as he walked into tha
gambling saloon. Cheyenne Charlie was keeping
a good eye on Jake Jumper. The scout and tha
miner were not on speaking terms, and had not
been since a poker game which had resulted in
Charlie being fleeced.
Wild knew all the tricks of a professional gambler, thnugh he never played unless he had some
other 0bjed in view than the mere winning of
money. He was not a believer in gambling of
any kind. None of his friends had ever seen him
play, and \\hat was Charlie's surprise when Wild
said in a vc.ice loud enough for every one to hear:
"Gentlemen, it is hardly a fit day to do any
work, i;o ,,hat do you say if we have a game c.f
draw poker just to pass an hour or two away?"
Then, just as our friends were about to sit
down, Jake Jumper drew near.
"I wouldn't mind taking a hand," he said.
"An' I don't mind takin' a hand," spoke up
the bewhiskered fellow in a gruff voice that
sounded very much as though he was trying to
disguise it.
Cheyenne Charlie caught a glance from Wild.
and he, too, signified his willingness to play. No
one else offered to take a hand, so the four went
into the back room, and finding a table that was
not in use, sat down. A man brought them tha
cards and the game started up. At first tha
stakes were rather low and both the man with
the whiskers and Jumper were losing.
Then Wild suggested that they go a little
higher. This seemed to be exactly what they
wanted, though they appeared to be a trifle suspicious of the· young mine owner. They did not
know whetha he was playing the game to simply
pass the time-, or whether he had a purpose in
view. But hE' seemed to be so interested in it
that after a while they came to the conclusion that
he was there just for the sake of having a game.
Wild was playing after the manner of an innocent greenhorn.
When he had a good hand he would run tha
betting up high, and when he failed to draw anything more than a pair he would invariably drop
out. Pretty soon, by mutual consent, the ante
rose to five dcllars, with a limit of fifty.
That made it a pretty stiff game, but that was
nothing to some of the games that were played
in those days. Even at Weston bets as high as a
thousand dollars had often been made. This was
what the minErs called "a nice, quiet little game
of draw.''
The man with the bushy whiskers was called
"Ned" by Jumper, and as the game progressed,
Wild got to calling him that, too.
At the end 'of an houx Ned was about two hundred dollars outJ Wild and Charlie the winners.
and Jumper about even. Then things began to
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grow interesting. It was Ned's deal, and when
Wild picked up his hand he found himself the
possessor of three kings and a pair of jacks. He
sat on the right of the dealer, with Charlie next
-to him. That made the miner have the first say,
and ·he promptly made if fifty to draw cards.
Charlie did not have a pair to go in on, but a
look from his young friend made him go in, and
so all -four stayed in. Jumper took two cards,
Charlie four, and then it came Wild's turn.
The boy was sure that the cards had been
stacked, and with the full-house the dea"ler had
given him, he was expec;,ed to stand pat. But he
concluded to fool him a little bit, so he took two
cards. Ned looked at him sharply as he passed
them over, and Wild made sure that they did not
come from the bottom of the pack. The dealer
hesitated for a moment and then took two cards
himself. . Wild picked up his two. He had discarded a pair of jacks and now had a pair of
aces instead. He was confident that he knew
what the man was up to now. Jumper looked as
though he wanted instructions from someone for
a moment, but finally bet the limit on his hand.
When it came to the scout he raised it fifty, and
then Young Wild West met him and went fifty
better. The man with the bushy whiskers coolly
raised it another fifty, Jumper lifted it again, and
Charlie followed suit. Wild was satisfied that he
held the best hand, since he had spoiled the dealer's little game. The two aces he got in the draw
were intended to go to the dealer, but he didn't
get them.
"You are altogether too stiff for me," said Ned,
when Wild raised it another fifty. "I haven't got a pair, so I'll drop out."
Jake Jumper followed suit, showin~ only too
well that he had been playing with him for the
purpose of beating our two friends. Cheyenne
Charlie called Wild, who promptly showed his
hand.
"Didn't you say that you didn't have a pair?"
he asked, as he raked in the pot.
"Yes," was the reply irom Ned.
"You dealt the cards, didn't you?"
"Yes."
"And you haven't got a pair?"
"No."
"I'll bet you a thousand dollars you have."
"What do you know about my hanl"i ?" the man
asked, half rising to his feet.
"And you haven't got a pair?"
"Well, I know I haven't."
"Why don't you bet me, then?"
"See here, young fellow, are you trying to start
a row?"
"Oh, no," replied Wild. "But you are mistaken
when you say you haven't got a pair in that hand
you just threw down. You have a pair of aces."
"How do you know?"
"Oh, I happen to have a way of telling. You
would have had four of them if I had stood pat,
as you supposed I would. You are a pretty smart
gambler-almost as smart as Rob Runner."
The man, who was now pretty mad, placed his
hand on the butt of his revolver, and Wild did
the same. "Charlie, just turn those five cards over
and see if I am not right when I say that there
a·re a pair of aces in it." The scout did so, ·a nd
there, sure enough, were the two aces.
"This is what you call a case of the biter getting bit," said Young Wild West, looking straight
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at the man's eyes. "Now, Mister Ned, as you call
yourself, just take your hand off the handle of
your gun, will you?"
As the request was complied with, Wild reached
for:,vard as quick as a flash and seized the bushy
whiskers. lie gave a quick pull and they came
off, revealing the face of Rob Runner! Jake
Jumper made a move to draw his revolver on
Young Wild West, but cheyenne Charlie had him
covered in an instant.
"No yer don't!" he exclaimed. "We hold ther
winning hand!"
"Just take charge of this man, some one" said
Wild, calmly. "I rather think he has been ~anted
around here for some time."
Two or three men immediately stepped forward
and relieved the villain of his weapons and then
bound his hands behind his back. He did not
offer to make a fight, as the muzzle of Young
Wild West's revolver was staring him straight in
the eyes all the time.
"Now, gentlemen, you had better serve Mr. Jake
Jumper ~n the same way," went on the daring
young mme owner.
"I have reason to believe that he is not exactly
what he tries to make us believe he is."
Such words from Young Wild West were sufficient to make the miners act on what he said.
Though it seemed entirely unexpected from him
'
Jumper submitted like a lamb.
"I don't know what you are doin' this for" he
said. "But I reckon you'll find out what ~ big
mistake you've made afore very long."
"And I reckon we won't!" exclaimed Wild. "I
accuse you of being the man who notified the road
agents of the valuable contents of the mail bags
so they might hold up the stage-coach and reap
a rich harvest!"
Jumper turned a shade paler at the accusation,
but stoutly denied it.
"I am an honest man," he said, "an' no one
kin prove that I ain't!"
"I will prove what you are before you are
twenty-four hours older," retorted Wild.
"Without much trouble, too," added Cheyenne
Charlie.
"Well, who would have thought that it was Rob
Runner who has been comin' around here for the
past week?" remarked the keeper of the place.
"I bet Jake knew it was him all ther time, an'
that makes it look bad for Jake. Boys, I'm of
ther opinion that Young Wild West knows exactly
what he's talkin' about every time he talks."
"Right yer are!" chorused the crowd:
"Lock them up hard and fast, boys," observed
Wild, as he started to leave the place. "I'll bring
you evidence i!l a few hours that will hang them
both. I know just what I am talking about this
time, too."
A strong lockup had been built in Weston when
the improvements began, and without any further
parley the two prisoners were march off to it and
placed in charge of the man who acted both as
judge and jailer. The story was told to him and
he seemed to be much pleased.
"Well, we have been wantin' Runner a long
time, an' now we've got him," the jailer said. "I'll
take care of 'em both .all right enough, see if I
don't."
But this jailer, though a pretty fair sort of a
man, was not rich in this world's goo.ds. He had
failed in almost everything he undertook, and
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hen he came to Weston and saw others getting
· ch all around him, while he was almost starving,
e was glad enough to accept the position of judge
nd jailer. His knowledge of the law as it used
be expounded in "Old Missouri" was his main
ommendation for the position. This man had
d failing. He was very fond of whisky. He
lso liked to handle money, which was nothing
ore than human. The miners who brought the
two prisoners to him waited until they were lockd in the strong room of the jail, and then took
their departure to talk over the occurrence. The
· ail er took his seat in front of the door of the
room and lighted his pipe. Presently he heard
the voice of one of the prisoners calling to him.
He paid no attention to it at first, but when he
heard something said about whisky a little later
he got up.
"What did you say?" he called out.
"I said I had a bottle full of corn whisky in my
pocket that them fellers didn't take away from
me," came the answer from Jake Jumper.
"Well, what good is it to yer? Yer can't drink
it with your hands tied."
.
"I know that. Can't .you untie our hands, so we
kin drink it?"
"I guess not."
1'It is good stuff."
.
"Well, s'pose it is, what of it?"
"You are a judge of good liquor, ain't you?"
"Somewhat."
"Come in an' taste this, then."
The jailer hesitated for a moment, and then,
going to the front door, to make sure that no one
was coming, he came back and fitted the key in
the lock. It seemed that he never felt the need of
a drink so bad as he did just then. His hand
turned the key slowly and the aoor went open.
With a guilty step the jailer entered.
"It's right1n my coat pocket," said Jake. "They
didn't take anything from us but our guns an'
knives."
The next minute the fellow had the bottle in his
hand. He "took a long pull at it and then breathed
a sigh of satisfaction.
"That is good stuff," he admitted. "Do you
tellers want a drink?"
"Yes," answered Rob Runner. "Hold the bottle
to my lips."
· His request was complied with, and then Jumper
got a swig. The bottle was still nearly half full,
and placing it to his lips, the jailer drained it to
the last drop. When rum's in wit's out. It took
almost immediate effect on him and he stared at
the prisoners with an idiotic grin.
"Just put your hand in my pocket and pull out
the bag you'll find there," said Rob Runner.
"Which pocket?"
"The right trouser pocket."
"All right, old man!" and the request was
promptly complied with.
"What will I do with this bag?" asked the
Jailer.
"You may keep it if you want to. There's just
a thousand dollars' worth of gold dust in that
bag. "Do you want it?"
"Do I want it?" and the drunken jailer laughed
and undertook to perform a few steps of a jig.
"Yes. Do you want it? Re,member, I am talking business now."
"Of course I'd like to have a thousand dollars,"
renlied the man. "What do you mean, anyhow?"
\
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"I me.an just this: Untie our hands and feet
and that bag of gold dust is yours!"
The jailer opened the bag and fingered some of
the glittering stuff inside it. Then he hesitated.
But not for long. Into his pocket went the bag
and out came his knife.
"~o, no!" exclaimed the gambler. "That won't
do. _ ou must not cut us loose; untie us, so it will
appear that we got free without the help of any
one."
"Oh! I (hie) understan' what you (hie) mean,
now," and the now thoroughly intoxicated man
started in to untie the cords about the wrists of
the gambler.
In his present condition the jailer could not
work very fast, but Runner showed that he posse~sed great pa_tience. -After something like five
mmutes the v1lhan's hands were free. Then while
the drunken jailer started in on Jumper, he untied his feet.
"That feels . better," he observed, still keeping
his seat on the floor.
But as soon as his companion was free he got
1;1p_on his feet. Then something happened that the
Jailer had not counted on. Before he knew it
he was seized and thrown to the floor, a hand
being pressed tightly over his mouth to prevent
him from making an outcry. With the cords that
had bound them the two villians tied him up
securely. They gagged him and then took his
weapons and everything he had of value op his
person, including the bag of gold dust.
.
"Good-day!" exclaimed Rob Runner, as he lell
the way to the back of the jail.

CHAPTER IV.-Captain Rob Runner Shows
What He is Made of.
"We ought to get out of this scrap nicely now,"
observed Rob Runner, as he closed and locked the
back door of the jail. "It is raining so hard that
there ain't many people out, and we can't be seen
here from the post office or the other public
places."
"That's right," replied Jake Jumper. "I s'pose
I'm done for, as far as stayin' in this town is concerned. I'll have to go to headquarters with you."
"This is bad business all around. Confound
that Young Wild West! He ought to have been
shot long ago!"
"He'.s a very hard one to down, young as he is."
"I'll admit that. But I'll fix him yet, see if I
don't!"
As they left the shadow of the building they
dropped upon their hands and knees and began
to crawl for the cover of a grove of stunted pines
not far distant. Luck was with the villians, it
seemed, for they got there in safety. Rob Runner
was now perfectly at his ease. He examined the
brace of revolvers he had taken from the jailer,
and after satisfying himself that they were properly loaded, handed one of them to :Jake.
"We've got a long walk ahead of us," said the
miner, as he took the weapon.
"Perhaps we won't walk," was the reply.
"Why? We can't git hold of a couple of horses,
-kin we?"
"No. It would be dangerous to make the attempt. But by the time we get a little way out OIJ
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the road the stage for Spondulicks will come
along."
"You don't mean to ride in that, do you?"
"Why not?"
"We might git nailed ag'in."
"Oh, I've got a couple of wigs and false beards
in my pocket. We'll put them on right now and
it is a pretty sure thing that the driver wiil not
know .us."
"You're what I call a wonderful man!" exclaimed Jake. a;:; his companion produced the articles
in question.
The . miner wore a short mustache only, and
when a gray beard, topped off by a wig of the
same color, had been put on him, there was a
great change in his looks. Runner adjusted a
pair of side whiskers to his face and put on a
pair of glasses, and the change in him was
en0ugh to deceive the ordinary person. When they
had changed their hats and a portion of their
clothing, the disguise was completed. Keeping
well under cover of the trees and hills, they made
for the road leading over the mountain. They
had - hardly got upon it when the rumbling of
wheels came to their ears.
"Ah! Here comes our conveyance!" exclaimed
the daring captain of the road agents. "Jake, we
are all right now!"
"If they don't find out who we are," was the
_
answer in a rather uneasy tone.
''Nonsense! It is not likely they have heard of
our escape yet. Just keep a stiff upper lip and
leave it all to me. I'll do the talkin~."
Presently the stage-coach came in sight. The
two disguised villains halted at the side of the
road and waited for it to come up. The driver
seemed surprised to see two travelers bound out
of town in the rain, but he came to a halt when
they called out to him. "You are gain' to Spondulicks, ain't you?" asked Runner of the driver.
"Yep! That are jist whar I be bound," was the
reply. "Jump in if you're gain' there."
"We ain't gain' there, but we'll ride as far as
ther fork of ther road with you. This is a nasty
rain, ain't it?"
"Yep," answered the driver, and then the
vehicle started.
There were only two passengers besides the
escaping villains, and they were a couple of menfrom the East, who had either made their pile,
or had become disgusted with mining, and were
starting for home. Runner thought that they
must have considerable money with them, and he
began to think of a plan to get it away from
them. There was a man on the top of the stage
who acted as a guard, and he and the driver
would be about all who he would care to tackle in
a shooting match, let alone two more. But the
captain of the band had ·no idea of tacking them
just then. His idea was to give the signal for
his men to come out as soon as the stage-coach
arrived near their quarters. On rumbled the
vehicle and the rain kept steadily falling. It was
anything but a pleasant day to travel. None of
the passengers had anything much to say, and
after a while the two disguised men settled back
and made out that they were asleep. When they
reached the point where the secret cave was located, both were thoroughly awake. Rob Runner
started in to whistle a merry tune, and just as
they passed the hidden entrance he let out two
shrill blasts as a wind-up to the tune. There was

nothin~ in this that appeared really strange, but.
the driver and guard did think it a little peculiar
and ~her_i the fork in th_e road was reached and th~
two v1llams got out, they eyed them keenly. While
~ob Runner was settling with the driver for their
ride, the so~nds of approaching hoofs suddenly ~
came to their ears. ks it was raining hard and
the _ground was very soft, the noise was not heard
until the horses were almost upon them. Around
a ~end c3:me a dozen masked riders, and the driver
raised his long-lashed whip to ply it into his
horse~. But the whip did not descend, for the
~stomshed man suddenly found himself looking
mto the muzzle of Jake Jumper's revolver.
And Captain Rob Runner, gambler, road agent,
etc.i had got the drop on the guard as easy as
rollmg off a log.
The masked horsemen dashed up and surrounded the stage in a jiffy.
"Hands up!" came the imperative command
from Runner's lieutenant, who was in charge of
·
the road agents.
The two passengers had nothing else to do but
to O'bey, and up went their hands.
"Step out, gentlemen, and be careful how you do
it!"
This was said by the disguised Rob Runner.
The two passengers looked at him as though
they hardly believed their senses.
But they stepped to the ground, holding up their
hands as thP.y did so.
With a bland smile the disguised gambler
stepped up. and went through them.
"Thank you, gentlemen," he said, when he had
found over a thousand dollars in money and gold
dust. "You are very kind, I assure you."
Then with a mocking laugh he stepped back and
tore off his false side whiskers and eyeglasses.
''I want you four gentlemen to know me," he
went on in a tone of extreme recklessness. "I am
Rob Runner, the boss gambler of this part of the
country, and I am also Captain Rob Runner, the
boss of the best band of road agents on the face
of the earth."
A cheer from the masked horsemen went up as
he said this, but th1;ir victims :remained perfectly
silent.
The d1·iver and guard were doing a whole lot of
thinking, however.
They were mad at themselves for being so easily duped.
But it was too late now, ~.nd they felt that if
they got away with whole skins they would be
lucky.
The lieutenant now rode up to the vehicle -and
demanded all the weapons the four victims had.
They gave them up without a murmur.
"Now I guess they kin go on, can't they, cap?"
he observed. "Yes," was the reply. "We won't do
any slaughtering today, since they have behaved
themselves so nicely. Be off with you in doublequick time, or I may change my mind and fill you
full of lead !"
With astonishing quickness the two passengers
scrambled into the vehicle; · the driver laid the
whip on the four horses hitched to it, and away
they went at a break-neck speed.
';Hurrah for Captain Rob!" cried the lieutenant
of the band, and the men gave a hearty cheer.'
"Thank you, boys," was the retort. "I am in
great luck to:day, it seems. A few hours a~o
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Jake Jumper and I were in the jug at Weston,
with the pleasant prospects of having a noose
around the neck of each of us. But a bottle of
wihisky set us fl'ee, and we caught a ride home,
~d got over a thousand dol~ar:5 f?r rid~g. There's
"DOthing like luck, bors, and 1t lS nght with US, and
will continue to be.'
A.gain the men broke into a cheer.
Two of them dismounted and insisted that the
eaptain and Jake should ride their !horses to the
retreat.
It was not very far, but seeing that they really
meant it the pair of•scoundrels mounted and rode
off with.' the band, leaving the two obliging ones
to make the distance on foot.
The lieutenant was busy whispering to the captain on the way, and the latter appeared to be
IIUI"prised at 1wmething. The truth of the matter
was there was a man in their cave who had been
trying to get the majority of the band to decide in
with him and elect lhim captain in place of Runner. ,
His argument was t~t the money that was
made was not fairly divided; that Runner gave
them what he pleased and never made an accounting to them.
He managed to get about half a dozen to take
aides with him, but the rest he had approached
liad been non-committal.
This fellow was one of the strongest and most
•rutal of the band.
The captain had long regarded him with a certain degree of suspicion, and now since he had
been so victorious in all that ihad taken place
that day,_ he determined to teach the fellow a
lesson.
He was already for him when the horsemen
passed through a secret opening in the rocks and
let a canvas fall back in place.
'.rnle very first thing that Captain Runner did
was to call the roll of the band.
He started·in by calling his own name first, and
thence from the lieutenant down to the last man
to join, who was Buck Wood, the villainous cow1,oy.
When this was done he arose and said:
"Gentlemen, all are . present, save two who dismounted and gave up their horses to Jake and
myself. Are all those here loyal and true?"
It appeared that every man answered in the
,iffirmative, but the captain had sharp eyes and
ears.
. .
-He noticed that Doc Spouter, a man who was
working secretly against him, did not open his
lips, or even nod his head.
"Doc Spouter!"
The name fairly thundered from Runner's lips.
"What d'ye want?" came the reply in just as
lioud a voice.
"Are you loyal and true?"
"Yes, to every one who is loyal and true to me.''
Both men had their hands on their revolvers
uw, and the rest of the band looked on with.
lreathless interest.
Just a few were in favor of the man who had
dared to beard the lion in his den, but they did not
care to make it known just then.
It was evident to all that D.oc. Spouter was not
afraid of the captain.
"Do you mean to insinuate that I have not been
1o.ral and true to m:v men?" asked Runner,
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"If ther shoe fits yer you kin wear it.'' was the
quick reply.
Out came to revolvers, and a double report
echoed through the cave.
But, strange to say, neither was hit, and again
they fired.
This time Doc Spouter's right arm dropped to
his side and his revolver fell to the floor.
Before he could draw his other revolver with
his left hand the captain was upon him.
"Hands up, you sneaking viper!" exclaimed the
captain. "I am going to make an example of
you!"
A word from him and two men seized and held
the wounc"ed man, while another bound him
securely.
"Into the stable with him." ordered the now
thoroiJghly aroused captain. "He has got to die
the death of a traitor!"
· 0¥ce out into the other cave, a noose was quickly made and placed about the neck of the villain.
A table and a chair were quickly brought out,
and in spite of his struggling and cries for mercy,
Doc Spouter was placed upon the table in a standing position.
The chair was then placed on the table beside
him, and a man appeared carrying a strong piece
of wood about six or eight feet in length.
At a command from the captain he climbed
upon the chair.
"Now put that stick through and across the rift
in the ceilirlg.''
This was done.
The next minute the end of the rope was
thrown over and drawn so taut that the doomed
man was forced to stand on his tip-toes.
"Make it fast!" was the next order the captain
gave, and when this was accomplished he faced
the victim and said:
"Doc Spouter, have you anything to say before
you dance on the empty air?''
"Nothin', only that you was afraid ter fight it
out alone with me. I ain't goin' ter squeal. A
man can't die but once! You are goin' ter hang
me, an' when yer do it jist bear in mind that when
you go it will be in the same way. I - - "
What he was going to add will never be known,
for at that instant Rob Runner kicked the table
from under him.
As rough i}nd villainous as they were, the
majority of the men turned from the horrible
sight, but the captain stood there, apparently enjoying it, till the body finally became motionless.
Then he turned and gave the command for all
to assemble in the main cave again.
"Gentlemen," he remarked, "you have wit-·
nessed the punishment of a traitor. I saved that
man's life and took him in with me, giving him a
chance to make more money than he could otherwise have made, and in return for all this he has
tried to down me. If any one thinks that he did
not get his just deserts, let him speak out.''
No one said a word.
"If there are any of you who are not satisfied
with the way I run things, I want you to speak
out!' went on the captain.
"We are all satisfied," called out Buck Wood.
"Ain't we, boys?"
·
"That we are!" chorused the entire band.
"Then all hands drink to the health of your
cants.in.!'
•
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se~gers. are leaving town on this rainy day,"
said W1ld, and he started to reach a point that
wa$ level with the roadway. Charlie followed
him, and they were just in time to see the
vehicle as it went by.
"Four passengers ," observed Wild. "I wonde
who they are?"
"Two of 'em are them fellers who have been
actin' homesick so much lately," replied the
scout.
"Glad to get away, I suppose. Well, it makes
all the difference in the world as to where a
person was born. I was born in the Wild West,
and there is where I want to live."
".M:e, too."
"Things are altogether too tame in the East."
"I s'pose they must be, I was .never· there
to see."
The two daring Westerners made their way
CHAPTER V.-The Disguise is a Failure.
back to make rnre that it would be safe to leave
- ' After the ratMr exciting end of the poker game their horses there, and then they started f:>r
Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie returned the road. They 1ooked like two badly used Sioux
to their headquarte rs in a roomy building they Indians who were looking for someone to do
' , had erected on their ground. Jim Dart and .Jack them a good turn. Just as they reached the
. . spot where · they had ascended to the natural
Robedee had got there ahead of them.
roof of the road agents' cave the night before,
"I think now would be a good time to pay a
· ,·isit to the headquai:te rs of the road agents;' said they heurc' the clatter of hoofs.
Wild. "There is no question of a doubt in niy
"We had better make ourselves scarce for a
mind that Rob Runner is one of them."
while," said Wild.
"Certainly he is; an' so is Buck Wood an' Jake
What he said always went with Cheyenne
Jumper," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie. "Jest .wait Cl1arlie. So they promptly crawled into a niche
till 1 go over to the house ah' git ther things to
out of sight. The next minute they saw a
disguise ourselves, an' then we 'kin start ·right number of masked · horsemen and two who were
out."
not masked riding up. Young Wild West could
It now being settled that they were not to wait
scarcely believe his senses. If it was not Rob
till night, the two got themselves ready. About Runner he saw he was never more mistaken in
half an hour later they rode out in the rain, his life! Cheyenne Charlie gave a gasp of ascarrying their Indian disguises with them.
toni&hment and rubbed his eyes.
"If we don't show up by to-morrow morning you
"There must be two of 'em!" he exclaimed.
had better come and look for us," said Wild as
"It seems so," was the reply. "Well, I supthey started out.
pose such a thing could be easy enough."
"We may come before that tsime," answered
"But it ain't in this case. If that ain't ther
Jim.
same man we was playin' cards with this morn·
"All right. Come as soon as you like. Probin' I'll eat my hat!"
ably it will be a good idea ,for you two fellows to
"I am of the same opinion. It is Rob Runner,
headquarthe
in
go
we
when
by
close
be around
sw:e as fate! But how he escaped from the
as
gang."
the
of
ters
and got here I can't imagine."
jail
perto
Jack
and
Jim
suited
just
answer
This
other feller with no mask on is Jake
"That
minutes
few
a
out
start
to
meant
They
fection.
He's got false whiskers on, but I kin
Jumper.
withthem
follow
and
left,
friends
two
their
after
voice."
his
tell
Charlie
and
Wild
Meanwhile
knowledge.
out their
"You are right. But wait till they get a little
rode out over the mountain road and kept on their
and then we will make sure. They~
closer,
of
mile
a
half
probably
within
got
they
till
way
· Where are they going?"
Scotti
Great
dismounted
they
Then
retreat.
agents'
the road
From the position our friends had taken it
and let their horses down into a little 1·avine
looked as though the horsemen were riding into
where there was a ledge of rock to shelter them.
a solid wall of rock. And before they could
the
for
grass
luxuriant
of
There was plenty
their position to get a better view, the
change
feet
.few
a
just
flowed
brook
a
and
· animals to eat
d.
'below them. This spot could not be seen from whole of them had disappeare
"Where .in thunder did they go to?" asked
the road, and here it was that Young Wild West
- meant to leave the horses while they went to Cheyenne Charlie, his face the picture of amazethe cave of the outlaws. Cheyenne Charle pro- ment.
Young Wild West rubbed his eyes. It was
duced the materials he had brought along to
seldom that he ever got fooled. But he was
make the disguises, and they at once began to
e at that moment that he
fix themselves up. It took them quite some time ready to acknowledg
disappeara nce of
to get things just as they wanted them, but could not explain the sudden
two stood there talkthey managed to become satisfi!_!d after a while. the horsemen. While the
ing in whispers over the puzzling occurrence ,
They could not have looked more like Inthey noticed two men in the distance who were
·dians if they had really been them. They had
majority of
not been in their disguise long when they heard coming that way on foot. Likeonthe
their faces.
the horsemen, they had masks
tJie rumble of the stage-coach .
"COine on!" exclaimed Wild, suddenly. "T!J.ere
, 111Let's take a peep and see how many pas- _
A pailful ci whisky was quickly drawn from a
cask, and the stuff passed around. Then men
drank from tin cups, each taking a large quantity
of the fiery stuff. Soon they were all in a very
merry mood. The captain ordered another drink
all around. When this had been served one of the
men who had been left outside came in. He saluted
the captain and said:
"There are two ·sioux Indians outside who held
us up and were going to rob us, until we convinced them that we were of the same kind as
lhey. I am satisfied that they are first-class
thieves. Shall I blindfold them and bring them
in?"
"If you will vouch for them, bring them in:"
was the reply.
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are two of the band. We will hold them up and
make them believe that we are in the sanie lin-,
of business as they are."
:
"That's it."
The two daring fellows kept along in -the
shadow of the rocks, going at a quick, but noiseless step. They went right past the hidden entrance to the headquarters of the road agents,
but as they saw nothing that looked like an
opening of any kind, they did not know it. They
·got to a point within a dozen yards of the two
men before they were seen by them.
"Ugh! Ugh!" came from the two supposed
Indians, as they covered the villains with their
1·ifles.
''Thunder!" ejaculated one of them Quit
that business, redskins. We are all right. Can't
you see what we are, by what we have on our
faces?"
"Injuns want some money; palefaces must give
them some," was the retort. "lnjuns hungry;
want meat and firewater."
"Well, just rower them guns of your'n, an' we'll
try an' fix you up."
"Palefaces hold up hands."
There was nQ help for it, so the two men
obeyed. And they were right within hailing distance of the band, too! But they feared to cry
out, thinking that the red men would be apt to
shoot them if they did. The "Indians" now advanced rapidly toward them, keeping their guns
leveled all the time. Cheyenne Charlie got off a
long string of gibberish that was a mixture of
Sioux, Pawnee and English, and then began to
go through the pockets of the men, while Young
Wild West kept them covered.
"Don't!" protested the most talkative road
agent of the two. "Don't rob us. Let's be
friends. We are in ther same business. If you
are hungry an' want some money, I'll go an' git
it for yer."
"Ugh!" was the retort. "Paleface tell heap
big lie. He want git chance to kill Injuns; not
let him do jt."
"Honest, I won't! We both belong to the gang
that holds up ther stage-coaches around these
parts. Ain't you never heard of us?"
The disguised pair shook their heads.
"Injuns just git here," said Charlie. "Come
a long way; lose horses; no money; hungry."
It struck the lawless man who was doing all
the talking that the two redmen would make a
couple of fine members of the band. The more
he thought over it the more he liked the idea.
"Giles," said •h e to his companion, "you go in an'
tell ther captain about these fellers. Tell him I
think they are all right, an' would be a great help
to us in our business."
"Where captain?" asked Wild, playing the part
of a very shrewd Sioux to perfection.
"He's inside ther cave," was the answer.
"Ugh! let him come out, then; you no go in."
"If me or my partner don't go in they won't
know anything about it. We hadn't ought . to
stand -here in the rain so long, you know."
"Take off masks," observed Wild, and he did so,
the villains making no objections.
It would have been no use for them to object,
in fact, as their weapons had been taken from
them. It was something like fifteen minutes before our friends would give in to them, and then
they only permi~ted one man to leave. Wild and
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Charlie watched him sharply as he made his way
along the cliff at the side of the road, but he turned an angle and disappeared befo1·e they knew
it. It seemed that they couid not find the mysterious entrance. In a few minutes the outlaw suddenly appeared in the road again, with three men
at his back. They walked straight up to their
comrade and the two supposed Indians.
"Do you want to join our band, redskins?"
asked one of them.
"Git plenty money and firewater?" queried
·
Charlie in :reply.
"Yes, plenty."
"Ugh! We join paleface band, then."
"Well, you must have yer eyes tied up, so's yer •
·
can't see, then."
"lnjuns no have eyes tied up."
"Oh, well, you kin go on about yer business,
then. I reckon we kin git along well enough without yer."
"No play trick on red man?" questioned Wild,
after a pause.
"No, we ain't goin' to play any trick on yer.
Ther captain said if yer was all right he'd take
yer into our band. But yer must be blindfolded
afore yer kin git in our place."
"Ugh! Red men will trust palefaces; go on!"
The next minute their eyes were covered so
they could not see a thing. Then, with a man on
either side of them, they were led ·around in a
circle for three or four times, and then taken to
the painted canvas that covered the entrance
to the underground headquarters. Through a
rather lengthy passage they were conducted, and
then brought to a halt in the stable where the
body of Doc Spouter was still hanging. Half a
minute later the hoodwinks were taken from their
eyes and they found themselves standing in the
presence of Captain Rob Runner, the leader of
the road agent band . . He gazed at them keenly
for a moment, and then with a fook that neither
of them liked, he said:
'" So you are Indians, eh?"
"Give Injuns some firewater," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, not noticing the question.
"Well, I must say that you are queer looking
Indians," went on the captain. "Why, the color
is coming off your eyes! You should have used
a fast color when you made yourselves up!"
There was a revolver in each of the villain's
hand now and the hearts of Wild and Cheyenne
Charlie were covered. Their disguise had been
penetrated, owing to the fact that the bandages
about their heads to keep them from seeing and
the :fain had removed some of the stain.
"Drop!" exclaimed Wild to the scout, and as
quick as a flash both fell to the ground. The
daring boy then plunged head foremost between
the legs of the captain and upset him with a
crash. Then they made a break for the place
they had come through on entering, or as near for
it as they coulft judge. Had they known exactly
how to get out they might have stood a chance
·
to do so, bu~ as it was they could not.
"Take them alive! Don't shoot them!" cried
Rob Runner, as he quickly got upon his feet.
A short struggle ensued which resulted in
Yc>ung Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie being
captured. Their hazardous venture had turned
out disastrously. Just when they though they
had things down fine their plans were upset. As
tp.eir disguise had been perfect, nothing sqort of
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the paint coming off co.uld have given them away.
the arms of Charlie and he was forced over 'the
"I don't know exactly who these fellows are," brinli of the well-_like opening. In the struggle
observed Runner; "but I have .g ot an idea. Just to get the scout mto the hole a belt belonging
take off their fancy headgear, some of you, and to one of the men, which had become unbuckled
wash their faces, so we can see."
fell into tl1e depths. There were a knife and
This was done in a .very short time.
Tevolver sticking in it, and the villain listened "Aha! Young Wild West, I thought it was
for a cry from Wild in case it struck him. you. And your friend, Mr. Cheyenne Charlie,
But no cry came.
too. GEmtlemen, I am more than pleased to meet
"It i~ all . right," said Runner. "The pistol
you here."
and kntfe will do for them to fight with when
"You have got us, it seems," was Wild's bold they .get to quarreling over the remains of Doc
·
retort.
Spouter."
'':F'ight:in' with their hands tied!" chuckled
"Yes, and I mean to keep you. I shan't Jet
you get away as easy a:, your friend, the jailer, Jake Jumper.
Cheyenne Charlie was now pushed over the
allowed me to get off this morning. I have made
edge, and down he went to keep the company
up my mind to keep you both here forever!"
of Young Wild West.
The facf: of Cheyenne Charlie turned just a
shade paler, but the expression of Young Wild
West. never changed.
"String 'em up, cap, like you did traitor Doc
Spouter," said Buck Wood, stepping forward
CHAPTER VI.-In a Hole.
·with u. gleam of triumph in his eyes as they
•
rested on the two prisoners.
"This ii:: awful!" groaned Cheyenne Charlie,
"No-no!" was the quick retort.· "That would
imbe altc,gether too pleasant a death for them. I as the rope came down and struck the twothem.
prison,.'d men with force enough to stagger
have decider! to drop them into the deep hole!"
"I know it, but we must not stay here long,"
As the captain said this the men looked at
each other. Some of them shrugged their shoul- was Young Wild West's reply.
"Must not stay here long!" echoed Charlie.
ders, as much as to say that such a fate would
"Why-why, kin we git out of here?"
·
be a horrible one indeed.
"Do you. know what a school teacher once told
"You'd better kill 'em first, hadn't you, cap- me?"
.
tain!" ventured one of them.
"~· hat?"
"Oh, no! They'll die soon enough down there.
"There is no such a word as fail."
You ougl1t to know that. I've been a good while
The scout began to brighten up. Wild's way
gettino- hold of Young Wild West, and now that of talking had great effect on him.
I hav: got him, I want to show him what the
''No school teacher ever told me anything like
revenge of a captain of a band of road. agents that;" he said after a pause. '.' 'Cause I never
is like. They both must go into the deep hoJe
went to school to give her· a chance to tell me."
·
aliYe !"
The boulder had been rolled over the mouth
At a motion from the villain's hand three or of the hole by the road agents, and it was as
four men went over to a corner of the cave and
dark as the grave itself where the two captives
rolled a boulder aside. A well-like opening was had been lowered. There was a sickening odor
. disclosed, from which came a bad odor.
in the place, too, and a feeling of nausea came
''That is ever eighty feet deep," said the cap- over them. But Young Wild West was full of
tain, "and I don't think they will ever get out grit and determination. He had not given up
of it, alive or dead! Just cut down the body yd, by any means.
of the traitor and chuck that in first. It will
"Never say die!" was his motto, and he meant
make pleasant company for them."
·
to get out of that hole.
The body was cut down in a jiffy, and dragThey soon became more accustomed to the
ging it to the opening, the road _age7:1ts let it pent-up air in the hole, and the nauseous feeling
drop into the depths. The two prisoners heard gradually left them. The well-like hole was
the dull thud as it struck the bottom, and a cold probably ten feet in diameter, and, as Captain
shiver passed over them. Rob Runner observed R0b Runner had said, it was fully eighty feet
· in depth. Taking the latter fact into considerathis and he broke into a laugh.
tion, it seemed that the two prisoners must cer"Revenge is sweet, isn't it?" he asked.
tainly perish unless help came to them from
"See here," exclaimed Wild, "if there is a
above.
spark of a man in you, you w:ill shoot us--or,
Bound hand and foot, as they were, what hope
· hang us, if you will, but don't put us in that deep
could they have of getting out without the aid
hole to starve!"
of some one? Any one else than Young Wild
"Ha, ha, ha!" was all the reply they got.
Then a TOpe•was tied about the body of Wild, · West would have given up in despair. But he
and in spite of anything he could do, he was . had been thinking hard ever since he found thllt
forced to the opening and lowered down. Down, it . was a certainty that they were to be lowered
into the hole .
. down he went, and the bottom of the hole was
"Charlie," said he, after a pause, "what was
finally reached. Then the road agents turned to
that which dropped down -here just before they
Cheyenne Charlie.
"You go next," said the captain. "If you get lowered you down?"
"It was a belt that came loose from one of
hungry before you die you can turn cannibals
the men up there." .
end e:1t up the traitor we threw down first."
"Was there a knife in it?"
The rope Wild had been lowered with was a
"I don't know,"
"RfY-.IDl!'S'vo:e~,-ao:. .the--othcr·.end·.-;w.ss.itle.d .. banelilih
)
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"We must find out."
"How kin we?"
"I'll show you."
"Wild began shifting his position as fast as
he could under the circumstances. He knew
-.. about where the belt had landed. But he had
not moved many inches before he came. in contact with the dead body that had been thrown
down there ahead of them. It was a grewsome
object, but the boy felt that there was no time
to thlnk about such thinks now, and he kept
right on.
The belt had landed on the other side of the
body, and in order to get to it he must roll
over the horrible thing. Wild did not hesitate.
With a mighty effort, he rolled over to the other
side, and then to his great joy, his ?1ands came
in contact wifo the belt the first thing.
His wrists were bound securely togethn, but
that did not prevent him from having the use
of his fingers. As he moved the belt along he
came upon the revolver first, and then the knife.
When he had got a firm hold of the handle with
his fingers he told his companion to roll up
close to him.
"I am going to cut you loose, Charlie," he said.
"I may cut your flesh a little in doing it, but
it can't be helped."
"Never mind that part of it. I can stand it.
Jest git my hands loose, an' I think we'll be
able to do something."
By dint of much exertion on the part of_ bot~,
Wild managed to get the blade of the kmfe m
contact with the rope that bound his companion~s
wrist. The two were back to back, and Charhe
was forced to sit on the dead body in order to
get into the pro,er position. Pretty soon the
rope was severed and the scout's hands were
free! He felt like giving a joyous whoop, but
Wild restrained him.
"We don't want to do anything to attract the
attention of the road agents," he said. "Let
them think that we are lying here helpless,
gradually becoming crazed from fear." .
Charlie now took the knife and qmc1dy released his young friend. I simultaneous sigh of
relief came from their lips when they stood erect
on the ground at the bottom of the deep hole.
41
1 guess we al'e a good way from being dead
yet," remarked Young Wild West.
. .
"You're right," answered Cheyenne Charlie m
a voice that was full of hope.
"I think I have some matches in my pocket.
I'll light one and see how it looks ?Own here."
Suiting the action to the words, Wild produced
a match and struck it. As the flickering flame
lighted up the inky gloom the body of the road
agent came to view in bold relief. But that was
not all they saw.
In the furthermost corner was a pile of human
bones, showing that the body of some one had
been dropped there long before that of Doc
Spouter. Or it may have been that some one
bad been placed there alive! Anyhow, the sight
of the ghastly emblems of mortality caused our
two friends to shru~ their shoulders and look
at each other uneasily.
"It seems as though we was in a grave, don't
it?" articulated Charlie.
"Yes, but we must not let it be our grave,"
was Wild's reply.
"We won't not if we kin help it."
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"We must help it, then."
"What will we do first to try an' git out?"
"See how the sides are all around us," and
Wild began to sound them with the handle ot
the knife that had been of such great use to
them.
He had not gone half way around when he
came to a place where the earth was soft and
yielding. He struck another match and mado
an examination of it.
"Charlie," said he, "there is such a thing as
digging one's way out of here."
"That's so," was the rejoinder.
"Thel'e is a steep precipice around here somewhere; suppose we try and dig for it?"
"But we don't know which .way to dig."
"It strikes me that this is the way;' I can't
tell why, but it does."
."Well, we'll dig, then."
And they did dig! Wild with the knife and
Charlie with his hands. The yielding dirt came
out rapidly .and the hole was becoming larger
all the time. It was not long before they had
dug into the earth wall to a depth of two feet.
The dirt taken out was thrown upon the body
of the road agent.
At the expiration of fifteen minutes the digging
became harder. Wild lighted a match and held
it in the opening they had made, so they could
see how it looked . He discovered a smooth stone
in one corner and strove to loosen it with his
fingers. But it would not budge. Then, acting
on an impulse, he pushed against it as hard as
he could.
Much to his astonishment it gave way, and
the stone disappeared from his sight. But that
was not all. A faint streak of daylight came
through into the well-lik'e opening. The darini
young fellow, whose motto was "Never say die!'
turned to his companion with a look of triumph.
''I told you that something urged me to dig
in that direction," he said."
"Jerusalem!" was all Cheyenne Charlie could
say for a moment.
"We must get to work now and push the dirt
through," went on Wild. "We must have something to do it with. Light a match, Charlie,
and see if you can't find something."
Charlie did so.
·
"All that I kin find is one of the thigh bones
of ther skeleton," he said.
"That will do; hand it over."
With a slight hesitation, the scout picked up
the bone and placed it in the hands of his young
friend. With this Wild had no difficulty in pushing the dirt through and the hole began to
rapidly enlarge. It kept getting lighter all the
time, too, and presently they observed the rays
of the sun.
"It has cleared up since we came into the road
agents' den," observed Young Wild West.
"Char)ie, we are the luckiest mortals on the face
of the earth I"
"I guess we are," was the reply. "Is it big
enough for you to stick your head in and look
through yet?"
Before Wild could make a reply, the opening
suddenly became darkened and a voice exclaimed:
"Hello in there!"
A cry of joy esc°ilped the 'lips of the two im-
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prisoned ones simultaneous ly. It was unquestion- to be ,delighted with his young master on his back J
ably the voice of Jim Dart that they heard.
on~e more, and it was witJ-i i1o littlii difficulty that' ' ·
"Hello, yourself!" answered Wild as quickly as Wild m_a naged to hold him back with his three he could find the use of Jiis tongue. "Is that companions. There Was not a hol'se in all West,
'
you Jim?"
on that _could keep u_r, the P:ctce • that Spit~re
"Yes," was the reply. "Wha·t are you - doing co1:1,ld. He was a y.roncler m the, kingg.om of equines.
there?"
Wild and Charlie had not bken · the trouble to
"Trying to. dig our way out. We are prisoners wash the war-paint from their faces. They tried
to rub it off -w~th a damp blanket, ·but though it
in here, along with a dead man and a skeleton.
.
came oft' sufficiently to expose their disguise, · it
How came you here so oppor tunely?"
"We sawdthe· hole being punched in the cliff and ~ould not do so now. Jack Robedee observed that
,
·
ft always happened that way." Wild; Jack and
investigate ."
Jun went at once to their quarters as soon as they
"I see," laughed Young Wild West.
got back to Weston. Cheyenne Charlie went over "The road· agents put you ther_e, then?"
to_ the little ·cottage where he was living with his
"Yes; that is it, exactly.""Well, I guess we will get you out quick enough. wife. He, of course, had to tell her something of ·"
what he had passed through, and she tried hard to
Your horses are right over here a little bit."
Some tall digging was done in the next five min- get him to promise not ·to go near the headquar- utes, and then Young Wild West and Cheyenne ters of the road agents again.
·
"They have_got to be broken up, sis," he ;epHed.
Charlie i:rawled through upon a narrow ledge.
"An' I am gom' to stick to Young ·wild W"'st till
They were free at, last !
·
the job is done·. "
"Very well, then, I will have a talk with Arietta Murdock and get her to try and influence her
lover not to run into needless danger again."
CHAPTER VII.-The Duel on Horseback.
. She did see Wiid's sweetheart that very eventhat when Wild came
"W·h at happened to you, ·anyway?" asked Jim, ing, and the resulthewas
received ouite a lecture on <
as he seized the hand of his ideal hero and shook over to see A1·ietta
the dangers of bothering with lawless men. The
it earnestly and affectionately . laughed.
"Wait till we get a little farther away from da:ring young fellaw
little one?" he asked. "You
matter,
the
is
"What
"I
Wild.
answered
you,"
tell
will
I
and
place,
this
get killed, do you? Why.
to
going
am.
I
think
~on't
narrow
as
about
experienced
just
I
that
say
must
it does not lay m that whole band of villains to
an escape as I ever did in my life before."
get the best of me. I am wearing, the charm yOU'
"You didn't act as though _you was scared made
·
for me, you know."
Charlie.
Oheyenne
up
spoke
much,"
"Yes, but you can run into danger just once too
"Well, I never show the white feather, no mat- often,
you know, 'Wild."
ter what the conditions are. A person can die but
"Can't hel,p it, little one. ·- I have resolved -. to
once, you know, and though -it is an awful thing
up t!-iat gang of road agents, and ·I am goto think about, I have made up my mind to .meet ~reak
do it. You never heard of me failing in
t~
mg
comes."
it
when
squarely
death
undertook, did you) "
"That's ther only right way to look -at it," said anythmg I ever
"No; I will have to admit that."
Jack Robedee, a very serious expression on his
"Well, just keep a stiff upper li-p then and ·
·
face.
ail the
The four were now carefully making their way wish me luck. It ·wm be accompli;ed
'
·
along the ledge and u_p to the place where Wild quicker then."
.
her
with
argument
an
in
got
she
time
Every
the
rope
The
horses.
their
left
had
Charlie
and
She retwo captives had been lowered into the deep hole • lover he invariably g ot the best of her.
no
with was left there as they had no particular use solved to let him have his own way and say
next
for it just then. When the horses were reached, more about it. When the stage-coach left the shots
Wild related all that had happened to them, and morning with the mail half a dozen crack
and old 11'.<lian fighters went along as guards.
Jim and Jack opened their eyes in amazement.
"Lowered into a deep, dark pit and left to But t?e mail-coach was· not bothered that day, nor
of ·
starve in the company of a dead man and a skele- was 1t for a whole week. The inhabitants
unthe
from
recover
to
beginning
were
Weston
seems
that
but
"My!
Dart.
young
exclaimed
ton I"
them to
worse than being tied to the stake by the In- easy feeling the road-agents had caused
have. We say the _inhabitants but all of them had
'
dians."
friends
"And it is worse. I have experienced both, you not. Young Wild West and his immediate
had not forgotten them by any means. They were
know," reto1·ted young Wild West.
lying low,
"That's right!" exclaimed the three in a breath. qui_tE: sure t_h at the villains weretobut
make a good
"I guess we had better ride back to Weston wa1tmg until they got ·a chance
lecl
now," said Wild, after a pause. "I don't think it haul. Though he had been blindfolded whenWild
would be good policy to meddle with the road into the hidden retreat of the r oad agents,
that led
agents any more to-day. Charlie and I have been knew that it was a very narrow passage
would be
in their headquarters , but we don't know how we into the _place. That being a fact,ifitthey
could
difficult work to get at them, even
got in, as we were blindfolded at the time."
It would
"But we will find ther way to git in before we succeed in finding the secret entrance.
it, and even
git through with 'em; though," added Cheyenne take at least two hundred men to do life
on their
loss of
large
a
be
must
there
then
Charlie.
them down as
It-being settled that they were to ride home side. The road-agents could shoot it
out that the
without doing anything further, they prcce-'!ded fast as they entered. Wild figured
sure way to do the business was to
to do so. . Tl;te, ho:rses were pretty well _rested and best and only
then -,have A&>
they' rila'.de· good ·im1e'. ' The sorrel 'stalhorr seemed ·Rend out 'a -decoy stage-coach, and
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band of determined men somewhere in hiding to
pounce uporr the masked men the instant they
made a hold-up. He talked the matter over with
several of the trusted citizens of the town, and a
-plan of action was finally agreed upon.
- A day or two later it got noised about that a
large quantity of gold.-dm,t was to be taken over
to Spondulicks under a strong guard. Just who
started the rumor no one appeared to know. And
the time the stuff was to leave Weston was not
known. If the road-agents got hold of this rumor,
as they probably would, it would be a pretty sure
thing that they would try to get hold of the
booty. They would be runnincr quite a ri£k, to ~e
sure, but if they could get hold _of a fo!tune all m
a heap it would be worth run!lmg a risk _for. In
making preparations for all this Young- Wild West
wanted to be sure of the exact spot where the hidden r et reat was located. So the ne:i..1; afternoon
he started out alone to ride past the place and
take observations. Spitfire was in fine fettle, a s
usual and he soon made the distance to the vicinity of' the place. On the alert for the least sign of
danger Wild rode along. He passed the spot
where he and Cheyenne Charlie had been blindfolded the day they were conducted into the presence of Captain Rob Runner.
Marking the place well in his mind, he went
on. As keenly as he had looked he had failed
-to discover the least sign of any entrance through
the solid rocky wall. He concluded to ride on
for a mile or so, and then come back and try
again. He kept his horse down to an easy cante!,
holding the bridle-rein with his left hand. His
right hand grasped one of his deadly revolvers.
When about a mile had been covered the sound
of approaching hoofs came to his ears. He could
not see who was coming, as there was a bend
in the road right there.
A horseman was a common thing to meet in
that locality, but somehow it struck Wild that
it was an enemy who was coming to meet him.
Just why he felt this way he co~ld not ha:ve
explained. It was a sort of presentiment. ~ild
kept right on, and. the next moment the rider
appeared to view. Then it was that he gave a
art. And no wonder! It was Captain Rob
Runner who was coming.
The leader of the road-agents was mounted on
a handsome bay, and as he came riding toward
our hero at a swinging gallop, his whole appearance was dashing and picturesque. The instant he beheld Young Wild West his hand flew
up and his revolver cracked. The bullet whistled
harmlessly over the boy's head, and as quick as
a flash he returned the shot. Wild's bullet struck
the road-agent's revolver just as he was in t~e
act of discharging it again. It went up frQ_m his
hand a distance of three feet and fell to the
ground.
Captain Runner must have been in a fighting
humor that day, for instantly he drew his remaining revolver from his belt. Crack! Again
Wild's weapon cracked. Much to the road-agent's
surprise and dismay, his other 1:evolv~r was shot
from his hand, the bullet grazmg his finger as
it glanced off the barrel. He probably felt that
his time had come, knowing full well that he had
a deadshot to deal with.
"Dismount and pick up your revolvers!" exclaimed Young , Wild West. "I hold you at my
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mercy, but I won't drop you while you are unarmed."
"Throw yours down, and I'll fight it out with
you with knives,'' was the quick reply.
"I won't throw away my revolvers, but I'll
give you my word that I won't use them."
"I'll take your word."
"You may well do so. It is worth more than
the words of ten thousand such scoundrels as you
are."
"Tell me, before we begin," said the captain,
"how you got out of the hole we threw you in
the other day."
"The dead man helped me out," was the quick
reply. "Now, are you ready?"
"Yes."
Both horsemen now grasped bowie knives
tightly at their hilts, and as the road-agent said
he was ready, Wild trotted his horse forward
to meet him. Some very pretty maneuvering
followed, as both were expert at handling a horse.
Young Wild West swooped past his enemy and
made a lunge at him that would have certainly
finished him had it reached.
Runner wheeled his horse quickly and missed
plunging his blade· into the boy's back. Before
he could get away Spitfire whirled around like a
top, and the two steel blades clashed in the air
above their heads. Sparks flew as this happened.
"I guess I'll get you all right," said Wild, as
with a quick downward thrust he sent the roadagent's knife whirling from his hand.
It landed on the ground a dczen feet away.
"I've defeated you squa1·ely," he added, "and
now I am going to take you to Weston a
prisoner."
"You may shoot me if ~ou like, but I won't
go with you."
"Oh, yes, you will. Hold your hands above your
head."
The command was a stern one and full of
meaning. Up went Captain Rob Runner's hands.
But at that very instant something happened
that - Wild had not counted on. The report of
a rifle rang out close at hand, and a bullet flew
past his head within an inch of his ear. Another shot followed almost instantly, the bullet
going through the crown of his hat this time.
He thought it best to get out of the way. The
next shot might be mo.re true to the mark, and
he did not care to be shot down l;>y an unseen
foe.
He urged his horse off to the left, and as he
did so the road-agent took advantage of the interruption and plunged his spurs into the steed
he rode. The animal sprang forward like a shot.
Young Wild West raised his revolver to end the
earthly career of Captain Rob Runner. But he
did not press the trigger.
"I can't shoot a man in the back!" he called
out. "It is against my principle. We will meet
again, my bold captain."
With that he rode off, just as two more bullet,
flew about his head.
CHAPTER VIII.-"Who Is the Man?"
"I believe I have made a mistake," muttered
Young Wild West, as he urged his horse forwar,d ,~t a s~ft ,e:allop. , "I ,;hould hFe sh9t th(
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villain through the heart, instead of disarming
him with my bullets. My! but those two shots
of mine were about as good as any I ever
fired."
The hidden scoundrels who had been shooting
at him did not fire any more shots, so after he
got half a mile from the spot where the extr aordinary duel had taken place he came to a halt.
"I was a fool!" he exclaimed. "Why; did I let
that scoundrel go? I .should have drdpped him
dead when he fired the fi i;st shot .at me. Th_e
chance of getting him is worse now than before."
After a minute or two of tliought he started
for Weston. When he got there he sent for the
men who had been selected to make an attack
on the road-agents to attend a special meeting
that evening.
"What do you propose to do?" asked Jim
Dart.
"Run the decoy stage-coach out tomorrow, so
it will reach the vicinity of the road-agents' headquarters just about dusk," was the reply.
"And we will follow it up?"
"Yes. Thirty of us will be enough to wind
them up, if we can only get between them and
the secret entrance to their cave."
Only twenty men, outside of Young Wild
West's immediate friends, knew what was up.
They came to the office of the Wild West Mining
and Improvement Compan<y punctually at eight
that evening. Wild, Jim, Charlie, Jack, old man
Murdock and Dove,-Eye Dave were present when
they got there.
"Gentlemen," said Wild, after he had called
the meeting to order, "we are about to put in
execution a plan which, I think, will almo~t
surely break u.p this road-agent gang · that 1s
such a pest to us
"Has it become sufficiently noised about that
a special stage-coach will start tomorrow afternoon for Spondulicks with several thousand
dollars worth of gold/ dust aboard?"
"I guess it has," replied Murdock. "It has
been whispered around ther post-office a good deal
today."
"Well, if that is the case the road-agents ought
to certainly get wind of it, as I am certain
that they have a confederate in town who keeps
them posted on what is going on in spite of the
fact that we run Jake Jumper out."
"That's right!" cried several of the men.
"We will hitch four horses to the old stagecoach," went on Young Wild West, "and rig up
four or five dummies to put on top of it. Then
we will drive it up to a point half a mile this
side of the road-agents' hang-out and send it on
with only the dummies in charge of it.
"We will lay back, and unless we hear the
sounds of shooting sooner we will follow at a
quick gallop ten minutes later. If . that don't
bring things to a focus, why '!e will have to
think of some other plan, that 1s all."
"That'll work all right!" exclaimed Dove-Eye
Dave, "unless they git wind of the trick."
· "They can't very well do that, without some
one who is right here now sends 'em word," said
old man Murdock.
"Gentlemen," spoke up Wild, "have any of you
breathed anything what we have been talking
about to an. outsider?'•

Every man present was ready to swear that
he had not.
"Well, if that is the case, there is only one
chance out of a thousand of the plan not working. Be ready to start at seven sharp tomorrow
evening. · We .will see to the dummies and the
stage-coach."
.-.
This being settled, the meeting adjournei and
the men returned to their respective homes, or
the places where they usually stayed evenings.
Young Wild West was pretty sure that the
plan they had decided upon would work.
If it did not it must certainly be that the roadagents had been informed.
The next morning the old stage-coach which
had been thrown aside for a newer and better one
was broug,ht out and put in shape so it could be
used.
After this was done Wild went to assist Jim
and Jack, who were busy fixing up the dummies.
They had decided to make five of them, and
wlien twelve o'clock came they were completed.
Everything- being- satisfactorily arranged, our
friends turned their attention to their gold mine.
'Dhey did not work it steadily, and when they
did take out any dust they always did it when no
one was around.
·
They had struck it rich, but no one knew just
how rich.
And that was their business and no one else's.
Shortly before seven o'clock four of the poorest
horses in use by the Wild West Mining and Improvement Co. were brought around and hitched
to the stage-coach. . ·
Then the dummies were placed in position, and
when the start was made, punctually at seven, it
looked exactly as though there were six men
aboard, when in reality t here was only one, who
would do the driving till they got to the place
where they intended to let the four ihorses go it
alone. Behind it came the mounted 1 men with
Ybung Wild West at their head.
Each man was armed to the teeth, and a more
determined or formidable-looking lot would ihave
been hard to find.
There were just twenty-nine of them, the man
who was driving the stage-coach making the full
number thirty.
He would mount his horse, Wlhich a friend was
leading for him, when the proper time arrived.
Darkness had just about set in when Wild called
a halt at the spot he had selected for that purpose.
The reins were fastened to one of the dummies.
so it looked as though he was alive and driving,
Then the rest of the make-believe men were
touched up and adjusted.
~ "Everything is right now, I guess," said Wild.
"Start the horses."
The driver did so, urging them into a brisk trot.
There was not one in a million who would not
have been deceived.
.
The figures looked life-like in the faint, uncei-tain light made by the stars.
·
The horses kept on a trot until they were out
of hearing, and then our friends waited anxiously,
They knew if the road-agents attacked the out;.
fit they would ambush it and go right in to settle ri\
things up quick, so they could be oft' with the
booty in a hurry.
"This reminds me of somethin' that ha,p_pened
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to me when I was a boy," ob.served Jack Robedee.
"I think of it every time I have to wait for somethin' il1l,Portant to happen."
"Whal; was it?" asked Cheyenne Charlie:
"Well, you see, the biggest part _of ~Y childhood
days were spent in the East. I d1dn t come West
until I was sixteen or seventeen."
"Well, what has that got to do with the waiting
part of the story?" asked Jim Dart.
"A whole lot. It would be a funny old story
that did not have a beginnin' to it. You see, I
lived in the East, an'--"
''You told us that before," interrupted old man
Murdock.
"See here!" exclaimed Robedee, with flashin§'
eyes, "do you want me to tell the story or ?ot?_
"Do you think you will have time to fimsh 1t
before we leave here?" queried Wild.
in 1Jhe East when I
"Oh ves. You see, I lived
•
. ,
an' one d ay--»
was a I boy,
"It are a great wonder to me why you amt
about three feet taller than you are," put in DoveEve Dave.
"Why do yer say that?" demanded Jack hotly.
"Because yer lived in ther yeast. Yeast will
make things rise, yer know."
There was a laugh at this, and Robedee refused
point blank to tell the story.
Ten minutes rolled around.
Not a shot had been fired, and Young Wild West
was growing anxious.
Suddenly the clatter of hoofs and the rumbling
of wheels was heard.
Every man in the party pricked up his ears.
"If I ain't mistaken, that's our rig coming
back," said Cheyenne Charlie.
Young Wild West looked grave.
.''It sounds like it." he answered.
Nearer and nearer came the sounds, and presently they could discern the approaching vehicle
coming toward them through the gloom of the
night.
The man who had driven the rig up to that
point rode out into the road to make sure.
"It's ther decoy rig, as you call it," he observed.
"The bosses are slowin' down now. Shall I stop
,,.
'em?"
"Certainly," answered Wild.
The next minute he was alongside the leaders.
As they were not over-spirited he had no difficulty in bringing them to a halt.
With the exception of one thing, the stage
coach was the same as when they last saw it.
The exception was that a big placard was attached to the back of it.
One of the miners had a lantern, and as he held
it up Wild read the following:
"This rig won't go. Send along the genuine
thing, and we'll do business with you.
(Sign.ad) Capt. Rob Runner."
For ten seconds the utmost silence prevailed.
Then Young Wild West turned to the men, and,
in a clear, but perfectly calm voice, said:
"Gentlemen, there was a traitor at our meeting last night, and that being the case, he is
here now, as all those present last night are
with us tonight. Who is the man2"

CHAPTER IX.-The Fate of the Traitor.
Young Wild West scanned the faces of the
men keenly as he said there was a traitor among
them. He noticed that there appeared to be but
one among them who acted at all uneasy. '.i'his
was a miner who was called Reddy, partly because his hair was red, and mostly because he
always wore a red shirt and red leather belt.
His reputation in Weston was generally good,
and that made our hero feel surprised when he
noticed that the man showed signs of being
guilty. But he decided to say nothing to him
just then.
"It is not likely that the guilty party will
step forward and acknowledge it," went o~ Wild.
"But you must all agree with men when I say
that if the road-agents had not been apprised of
what we were going to do the stage-coach would
never have come back with that placard on it."
"That's all right!" exclaimed Dove-Eye Dave,
and to a man the rest joined in expressing the
same· sentiment.
"If the stage-coach had gone on without being
molested I should have been inclined to think
that the villains had not heard of any of our
plans, not even the report that a h1rge amount
of gold dust was to be taken over to Spondulicks
tonight."
"Sure thing!" cried Cheyenne Charlie.
"Well, do you know what I think would b("
the proper thing to do?"
"No. What is it?"
"Go into camp a little way below here."
"And stay all night?"
"Yes."
"What fore?"
"To find out who the traitor is."
Wild cast a swift glance at Reddy as he said
this. The man turned a shade paler, but otherwise did not act out of the ordinary.
"I am certain he is the man," the boy thought.
"Now, to prove it before daylight tomorrow
morning."
"Well, if we are goin' to camp around here,
we'd better be lookin' for a g<>Q_d place," spoke
up old man Murdock.
Every one seemed to agree on this point, so
they rode slowly in the direction of Weston, taking the stage-coach and horses with them. There
were plenty of places that would do for camping
purposes, and they found one about a quarter
ofl a mile distant.
" 'Tain't likely there will be any rain tonight,"
observed Jack Robedee, "an' if there is these
rocks will shield us from it pretty well."
"Start up a fire, boys, and make yourselves
as comfortable as possible," said Young Wild
West. "We have got two things to do before
sunrise tomorrow morning. One is to find who
the traitor is, and the other is to march into the
road-agents' secret cave and kill ot capture the
whole of them. I know one way to get in, and
I'll lead."
Wild had a point in saying this. He knew
that if Reddy was really the tra;itor he would
sneak away at the first opportunity to go and
inform the villains that an attack was to be
made upon their rendezvous. He had no idea o:f
making such an attack, but every one then
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took -it for granted that he did, and the men
calm waters of ther Pacific Ocean! That's ther
were ready and willing. The spot they had way I read it in a story paper. You see, we
chosen to stop in was well secluded on all sides.
didn't like to ask ther man what tended ther
It could not be seen from the roadway, and Wild · switch an' looked after ther depot what time
was sure that it was far out of view of the a train would be along; he might ask us if we
road-agents' den. The horse~ were tied, and wanted to buy tickets. Well, we kept waitin'
then some of the men began to gather wood to for that train, an' it was a .putty long wait, I
kin tell you.
make a fire.
,
It was a ""arm enough night, but a camp with- .
".After we'd been there about two hours we
out a camp-fire did not seem right, so they w~re heard the whistle blow in ther distance.
going to have it. · A good one was soon blazmg
"We jumped up an' grabbed our bundles. But
away, and then those who smoked lighted their jest then we happened to look down ther road
pipes, and those who did not worked themselves we seen a team comin' like anything.
into as comfortable positions as they could.
"I noticed that ther horses looked very much
Young Wild West counted the ·men over without like ther team that Lew Jenkins' father owned,
letting them know it, and found that they were but I didn't say anything jest then.
"Lew turned pale, though, so I think he noticed
all there. He was watching Reddy all the time,
but he thought that after all he might be inno- it, too.
"Jest about ther time ther train got to ther stacent, and some one else be the traitor. Still he
would have·been willing to bet a thousand dollars tion ther wagon drove up. My father an' Lew's
against a thousand cents that he was the man father jumps out, each with a horsewhip in his
hand."
.
they wanted.
·
Jack paused and took a chew of tobacco.
"Gentlemen," said Dove-Eye Dave, as he sent
"Is that all?" asked Dove-Eyed Dave.
a puff of tobacco smoke sailing tow;1rd the b~ue
"Putty near-enough, ain't it?"
dome over his head, "I think we ought to give
"Well, I don't know. Didn't yer catch ther
Jack Robedee a show to tell that yarn of his.
ti·ain?"
What do you think about it?"
"No; we caught a good walloping, an' was tak"Yes, yes!" came the reply from all sides.
"There's no use in my tryin' to tell ther story," en back home. You see, they got onto our runobserved Jack, shaking his head. "I won't be away scheme shortly after we sneaked away, an'
able. to say over three words afore some one will they hitched up an' drove after us. That's all of
. ther story. I ain't got to California yet, an' I
interrupt me."
"No one will interrupt you this time. Let guess I never will."
The laugh and good-natured chaff that followed
her go!"
"I don't know as it is much of a story," be- showed that Robedee's story of "Waiting" was apgan Robedee. "I made a remark when we was preciated. During the recital of it Wild had beback there that waitin' reminded me of somethin' come quite interested. He forgot to. keep a watch
Reddy for about the space of half a minute,
that happened· to me when I was a boy. I lived on
just as the yarn was concluded. When he looked
in ther East when I was a boy, you know."
again the fellow was not sitting where he had
The men looked at each other, but no one been.
Wild . cast a quick look around the entire
deigned to make any remark.
Reddy was not there.
''I was a boy of fourteen when this waitin' assemblage.
exclaimed the recognized leader
business happened to me," went on Jack, not · of "Gentlemen,"
the men, "I am going to call the roll. Please
noticing the glances that had been cast around answ6r to your names promptly."
from one to the other.
The rough but honest men looked
each other
"Me an' another feller named Lew Jenkins in surprise. They could not quiteat understand
made up our minds to run away from home what Wild was driving at. But they were ready
an' go out West. We had read a good deal and to go anything he said. Young Wild West had
made up our minds that we could get rich in th_e names of all present on a sheet of paper, and
about ten days after we got there.
. ·
he promptly began to call them off. · He fixed it so
"S-0i one night we both sneaked out of ther that Reddy came ~ast, and when every man had ,
homes of our infancy an' started for ther West, answered he called out in the same voice he had '
carryin' a bundle apiece.
·
used, without raising his eyes from the paper:
"There was .a railroad t r ack aqout ten miles
"Reddy!"
from ther place where we lived, so we made
There was no answer. Then the men began to
straight for that. All ther money we had be- look around to see whei:.e the fellow was. ·
tween us was eighteen shillings, but we reckoned
"Reddy!" again called Wild, this time in a loudthat would be enough, as we didn't intend to pay er voice.
our fare."
·
There was no answer.
"You were going to beat your way to Cali"Boys," said Young Wild West, after probably
fornia, then?" said Jim Dart, who was deeply half a minute had passed, "the first t hing for us
interested in the story.
to do now is to find Reddy."
"Yes; that's just what we intended to do, )mt
Jim Dart instantly understood what these words
we didn't exactly succeed in doin' it. Anyhow, meant.
we reached ther r ailroad track about daylight
"Reddy is the traitor, then?" he said.
'!
in ther mornin', an' then we walked along until
"Yes; beyond the question of a doubt ihe is.
we come to a station. We was both putty well Charlie, you start out and see if you can overtired out when we got there, so we sat down take him before he gets to the cave of the roadto wait. We was waitin' for a train to come agents."
1
along that would take us to ther glorious land
Cheyenne Charlie stepped forward as quick as a
of gold, wher6' ther settin' sun bathed in ther fl.ash,
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"All right, Captain Wild," he said. "I'll bring
him' back if there's any possible way to do it."
Then he was off into the darkness like a sleuth•
hound on the trail. The truth of the matter was
that Young Wild West could not have selected a
better one to send on this errand. Cheyenn e Char·
lie had seen Reddy get up and leave the camp-fir e.
He had thought nothing of it, as he believed the
fellow to be as loyal as he was himself.
"Thunde r! What a fool I was!" muttered the
scout, as he hurried off on his mission. "I wonder
if Wild knew I saw that feller go?"
He had seen him, and what was more, he knew
just the direction he took. Reddy felt that he was
taking desperat e chances, so he sneaked off in a
direction that was contrary to the way he wanted
to go, knowing full well that it was the only possible chance he had- to get away without being
seen. It would take him at least ten minutes to
get out upon the roadway by his going this way,
as he had a big hill to go around. Cheyenn e
Oharlie was right onto the game now, and he
made direct for the road. He knew that Reddy
would certainl y make for the retreat of the roadagents, and he meant to follow him and kill or
capture him, as the circumst ances demande d, be.fore he got there. Fully eleven minutes had
elapsed since Reddy disappea red from the camp
when Charlie reached the roadway . That gave the
traitor about a minute's start. The scout could
not figure how far he was behind the man he
wanted, but he was certain that he had not reached the roadway in time to head him off. With his
revolver · in his hand Charlie started up the road
in the direction of the secret hiding-p lace of the
villains. He went on a run, touching only his
toes to the ground as he sped along. He could
scarcely hear his own footsteps . Nearer and nearer he approach ed to the spot where the roadagents always disappea red. When within about
fifty yards of it he detected footstep s ahead of
him. The next instant he saw a form flitting along
in the shadow of the rocks.
"Halt!" he called, "I've got you covered. "
The man did so instantly . It was evident that
he did not know whether it was a friend or foe
who had challeng ed him. Cheyenn e Charlie did not
want to discharg e his revolver if he could help it,
for fear he would have the road-age nts swannin g
out in a jiffy to see what was the matter. But
he kept his gun in his hand just the same, his
finger touching the trigger, ready to send a leaden pill on a mission of death.
"Don't you move!" he called out in a low tone,
as he got a little clos,r. "If you do I'll cut out
ther center of your heart with a bullet."
The fellow now stood with both hands above
his head. He was either a rank coward, or else
he felt pretty sure that it was a friend approach ·
inl}; him.
'Are you from the inside?" he asked in a
voice that trembled a little. ·
"Yes," answere d Cheyenn e Charlie, on the impulse of the moment.
"You ain't, though, 'cause I don't recogniz e
your voice."
"Well, I'm a new one. Only ther capen an'
one or two others knows me."
"I've been playin' spy down in Weston for ther
band." ·
"Ohl So you are ther man, then. I've jest
been i::,.,,,,t;n.,. around " hit an' run across th~r
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camp of ther vigilante s down J1ere. What are
they staying down there for?"
"They are coming up here to attack us afore
mornin'. That's .what made me sneak away from
them so soon .as I got a chance. 'fhey are a desperate lot, with that Young Wild West to lead
em, an' they might do a whole lot of damage if
ther band wasn't ready for 'em."
"By Jove, you're right!" said Charlie, leading
the fellow right on.
By this time he was right in front of the
traitor within half a dozen feet. Reddy had
dropped his arms, but still held his revolver in
his hands. He was just about to say somethin g
further when he ·cau~ht a glimpse of the face of
the man he was talkmg to in the starlight .
"Blazes I" he cried, suddenly , "it is Cheyenn e
Charlie from ther camp."
Up flew his hand to shoot, but he was not
quick enough. Charlie showed remarka ble activity just then, and knocked his pistol from his
hand.
"You come with me, Reddy!" he exclaime d in
a whis~er.
"If I ve got to die I might as well do it right
here," w:as the ~ther unexpec ted reply. "Wild
West will certainly have me hung for bein' a
traitor if I am taken back there."
Out · came his bowie knife as he spoke, and,
r~gardle ss (!f the fa~t that Cheyenn e Charlie's
pistol was auned at his h~rt, he lunged viciously
forward . The scout avoided the blow dexterou sly,
and then strove to break the Tillain's wrist with
a blow from the butt of his ·revolver , But he
missed.
"Put u~ that knife and come with me, or, by
ther livin jingo, I'll shoot yerl" he cried.
"I won't!" was the retort, and another wild
lunge was made at him.
.
Crack!
"I had to do it," muttered the scout, as the
traitor dropped to the ground, shot through the
heart.
But at that very instant a dozen men appeared
from he knew not where and pounced upon him.
He succeeded in firing just one shot, and then
he was seized and made a prisoner . The place
where the conversa tion and fight had taken place
was ri~ht at the hidden entrance to the cave, and
the voices and noise made by the scuffle had
rElach_ed the ears of the road-age nt guard. The
bandits were too late to save the life of the
traitor and receive the informat ion he had to
impart to them. Cheyenn e Charlie was whisked
inside the retreat before he was aware of it
What was to be his fate he did not know.

CHAPT ER X.-The Road-Ag ent Band is Broken
Up.
Young Wild West waited for fifteen minutes
after Cheyenn e Charlie had gone. Then he began to grow uneasy. It occurred to him that perhap the scout had become too reckless and run
himself into danger.
"Boys," said he, "I guess we had better do
somethin g."
"Jest say what it is," promptl y replied Dove.·
Eye Dave.
"Cheyen ne Charlie. has gone to look for Reddy,
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and if he hasn't'found him the traitor has reached as possible his two companions followed. The
plan that Wild was going to act upon had come
the road-agents long before this."
in his head all of a sudden.
"Yes."
"I wish I knew what had become of Charlie,":
·' And he has told them that we intend to athe thought. "It strikes me that he has got into tack them before sunrise tomorrow."
trouble, and if he has it must certainly be with
"That is sartin."
"Well, we will go now and see what we do with the road-agents."
As he neared the . narrow place that formed
them. How much loose gunpowder is there in the
the roof of the cave the confused sound of voices
·
•g ang?"
' Th~ee or four of the men carried muzzle-load- came to his ears from below. This caused him
ing rifles, because they were old-fashioned in their to move to the spot faster. The next minute he
ways and believed that they were better than the was at the edge of the narrow opening. He moved
Sharps and Springfields their companions had. along so he would peer down and see what was
Each one of these had at least half a pound of going on below. As he did so he came in contact ·
powder with him. They handed their flasks and with a heavy stick which was placed directly
across the rift in the rocky ceiling. Jim and
horns over as Wild asked for them.
"Are you goin' to blow 'em up?" queried Jack Robedee crawled to his side. As they did so a
voice that could not have been over four feet beRobedee.
low them said:
""Not exactly. I am going to give them a scare
"Give me ther end of ther rope, so's I kin git.
that will last till we get at them, that's all."
"Oh!" came from a number of the men, who it over."
Jim and Jack did not know what this meant.
thought they saw the point.
Wild now produced his notebook and tore some But Wild did. He ·comprehended that the villains
leaves from it. Then he proceeded to make fuses were going -to hang somebody. And who would
by means of the paper and a few -grains of the the somebody be more apt to be than Cheyenne
Charlie?
powder. Into each of the flasks and horns he
"Stand ready to act the instant I give the
stµck one of the fuses, fastening them in tight
order," he whispered, "There is something
by ·means of more paper.
"Now, come on!" he exclaimed. "We will go strange going to happen directly."
Muchpuzzled at his words, the two nodded.
on foot. This scheme of mine ought to work, if
Young Wild West now leaned over . and looked
•
the other did not."
d9wnward. The cave was lighted by a couple of
· The next minute the men were maI"ching to the
·
lanterns, and a startling sight met the gaze of the
road in double file. ·
"Make as-little noise as -possible," was the order daring boy. Directly beneath him was a chair
resting on the top of a table upon which a man
they received.
The distance to the place where Wild and Chey- was in the act of climbing. In the midst of a
enne Charlie had clambered to the opening over crowd of men stood Cheyenne Charlie, his hands
the road-agents' stable was soon reached. Young firmly bound to his ·sides. The villain standing
on th~ chair had a rope, which he passed over
Wild West called a halt.
"I want two men to go with me," said our the piece of wood that rested across the split in
the rocky roof. Wild was right in his conjechero. "Jim, you and Jack Robedee will do."
To say that the two were delighted would be ture. Cheyenne Charlie was the man the scoun. d:rels were going to hang. The road-agents were
putting it mildly. They felt highly honored.
"Now, jest tell us what to do," said Dove-Eye making so much noise among themselves that
Wild could speak to his companions without beDave. ·
ing heard by those below. In a very few words
"I will place you in charge of the men till I
them what the villains were up to.
come back," Will replied.. "When yoµ hear the he told must
seize Charlie and haul him ·up here,"
"We
crack of my revolver march twenty paces up the
added. "It must be done quickly, too. Jack,
road. If the road-agents should chance to ap- he
light your pipe, and hurry about it."
pear suddenly, order them to .surrender."
Robedee did so. The rope was now over the
"An' if they don't surrender?"
piece of wood, and the next minute Charlie was
"You know what to do in that ease."
lifted upon the table.
"You bet I do. Now, then, boys, you under'.'We won't lower you in the hole this time,"
stand what we've got to do?"
sa~d the voice of Captain :!fob Runner. "I was
"We do!" was the unanimous reply.
"Very well," observed Young Wild West. gomg to shoot you, but I thought you would like
·
"What you do must be done quickly. We can't a hanging better."
"Go ahead an' do your worst. You can't malce
afford to lose a single man, you know."
After again instructing them so there could be m~, whimper," was the brave scout's r eply.
Puv ther noose about his neck . a nd get him
no/ossible misfake, Wild turned to Jim and Jack
on the chair, so he will have a good drop. If his
an bade them follow him. He divided the imneck don't st r etch a yard or two I'll miss my
provised bomb-shells among them, as he could
·
not conveniently carry them all and be free to guess."
Charlie made a valiant struggle to free himact. Through the narrow fissure they made their
self, but it was no u se. They h a d him tied well
way.
and_ he could do _nothing. They got him upon th~
"Where are you going?" ·whispered Jack.
"To the natural roof of the stable of the vil- chair, and the mstant he stood upr igh t ' Young
Wild West exclaimed:
lains," was the answer.
"Pult him up!"
.
"Oh!"
Three strong arms shot downward and as m any
There was all that was said. They placed the
utmost confidence in their leader. Up the as- hands seiz~d the appare~tly doomed man _'iy the
collar of his buckskm shlrt. Up we went,-noose.
r.ent--went Young Wild West, and as noiselessly

....
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rope atip. ·a ll. Before the astonished villains below could pull down on the rope Wild severed
it with his knife. Then grabbing the pipe from
Jack's mouth, he touched the fuse of one · of the
powder flasks to the fh:e and dropped it through
the opening. The improvised bombshell did not
· reach the ground before it exploded, knocking the
road-agents .over like 1so many ten-pints.
"Cut him loose and then get around to the
frontF' exclaimed Wild. "I am going to drive
these fellows out if I can."
While his order was being obeyed he lighted
another fuse. This was attached to a powderhorn which was full to the stopper. Forward·
into· the cave the daring young fellow hurled it,
and when it exploded the rock shook under him.
But that was not all. A piece of it became loosened, and before he could catch himself he went
down into the cave below. Young Wifa West
landed on all fours. · But he was standing upright
almost instantly. The place was full of smoke
· and the whinnying and kicking of the frightened
horses belonging to the gang of villains were
something terrible. Wild felt sorry for them,
· and h·oped· that he had not been the means of
killing or injuxing any of them. But a human
· life had been at stake, and what he did was
necessary.
The boy felt around him, and his hands. came
in !jOiltact with the table. At the same instant
his feet trod on the rope that was. to have hanged
Cheyenne Charlie. This he picked up. _Then he
quickly got upon the table-:- He was not the least
bit disturbed now, as he knew he could get out.
He got upon. the table, righted up the chai'r:, and
then got upon that. The cross-piece of wood was
still there, as that part of the opening had not
broken away. The smoke was pouring upward in
. a volume, and Wild knew that the road-agents
would soon be able to see him, providing t_h ey had
nerve enough to venture in the stable. He con.. eluded to let another bombshell go. Robedee's
. pipe had been lost in his sudden descent into the
cave, so he lighted a match. He touched the fuse
to the flame, and then hurled the deadly missle
. toward the main cave.
Bomb! Once more a thunderous report rang
. out, and once more Young Wild West found himself sprawling on the floor of the cave. Another
. portion of the rock had given away and struck
him o:q the shoulder in its descent. But it was
only a glancing blow, and he was not injured,
though; shaken up considerably. As he got himself in shape once more he•heard the cracking of
firearms. The outlaws had left the cave, think, ing that they wouli, be. blown fo_to ·eternity if
. they re.mained there. That is what Wild thought.
He concluded to feel his V{ay into the main cave.
If there were any .f tf the scouldrels there he would
make them pr~soners or. eise give them their just
.
deserts:
Feeling his way along carefully, he soon came
to an opening that appeared to · be a sort of
natural doorway. It was the one that led into
· th~ cave of the road-agents. The smoke was just
as thick in there as it was in the stable, so if
, there was any one there they would not know
of his presence unless they ran against him. The
· firing outside was now fast and furious, showin~
that the villains were putting up a stiff fight.
)Vµd ,gr(?Peft his way . along, , and presently his
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foot came in contact with ,a human body. A cry
of terror instantly followed, a_nd the boy pricked
up his ears. He thought he recognized the voice.
Dropping to the floor he placed the muzzle of his
revolver against the- face of a m.in.
"If you make any noise I'll let daylight through
you!" he exclaimed.
"Is that you, Young Wild West?" came the reply, in trembling tones.
"Aha!" said Wild. "So it is Buck Wood, is it?
I thought I knew you. What are you doing here?
Why didn't you go out and put up a fight with
the rest?"
"Don't kill me, Wild!" was the pleading retort.
"No; I won't. I'll let some one else do that,''
and feeling 'over him Wild took his weapons from
·
him.
"Now get up!" he ordered.
The cowardly cowboy did so.
"I promised you that I would shoot you on
sight, so you can consider yourself lucky that
there is so much sm9ke in here that I can't see
'
you."
At this juncture the firing outside suddenly
ceased, and the next moment some one came
rushing into the cave in a hurry.
Whoever it was did not stop in the main cave,
but went right to the stable.
A low whistle sounded, but was quickly drowned
by a loud cheer from the victorious miners out.
·
side.
Wild could not conjecture as to whether it was
one of the road-agents or one of his own party
who had entered and gone into the stable.
He thought it might be Jim or Robedee looking
for him.
Anyhow, he concluded to take his prisoner outside and turn him over to the care of the men.
"Come on," he said to Buck Wood, "don't try
to get away; it will be no use."
The coward went willingly enough, and when
he was ordered- to show the way out he did so .
The canvas had been thrown aside in their mad
rush, and the road agents had not closed it again.
"Is everything all right?" asked Wild, as he
stepped into the open air.
"Yes,'' answered Dove-eye Dave, stepping forward. "We've got all of 'em that is alive, I guess."
''How about Rob Runner?"
"He must be among ther dead, I guess."
"Well, here is our 'friend Buck Wood. Just take
care of him, somebody. I am going back into the
cave. There L; some one in there yet. Is it any of
our crowd'!"
"No. We are all here 'cept Dan Lagger an' BUI
.
Cannon, who went under in ther .fight."
"Thim there is one of the road agents in thffe.
I--"
Before Young Wild West could finish the sentence there was a clatter of hoofs and a horse
dashed from the entrance of the retreat and went ·
·
galloping in the·darkness.
There was a man on the animal's back, too, tmt ·
the whore thing happened so sudden and unex. pected that the <horseman was around a bend in
the road before the men could raise their· rifles i.o
fire at him.
"That was Captain Rob Runner," said Buck
• Wood .. Young Wild West did not say a word, but
Ife started off down the 1·oad in a direction opposite
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"He went after Wild, as I told you before." .
"I believe he thinks more of Wild than he does
of me, then," was the reply, and the woman
promptly went into a pout.
"I don't know about that, I am sure," retorted
Jim.
CHAPTER XI.-Conclusion.
"'W ild has saved his life more than orice. ProbDove-eye Dave gave the order to march back ably that is the reason he wants to go with him
to their camp as soon as Young Wild West started on these dangel'ous occasions," put in Arietta.
"Oh, forgive me for talking the way I did," and
for his horse.
They were only a little over !half way there sobbing, the woman threw herself in the arms of
.
when they met him riding back with .the speed of the girl.
"I have nothing to forgive you for," was the
· ·
the wind.
"Take the prisoners to Weston!" he shouted as answer. · "I t ell you, Anna, what we will do
he dashed 'by. "I am going to look for Rob Run- There are no ·more road-agents to interfere with
one on the road; we will ride out that way and
·
ner"'
The meii. gave a cheer, and Cheyenne Charlie meet them when they come back.
"How do you know that they will come back?"
started on a run.
back?"
He wanted to get his horses and follow Wild.
"Oh, I am confident that they will. Wild is
Jim Dart and Jack Robedee wanted to, also;
but they did not take things upon themselves like bound to have that men called Rob Runner, and
as soon as he gets him he will come back all
·
,
.
Cheyenne Charlie did.
He was an older man tha11 they, and was gen- right. Will you go with me?"
"Yes."
erally the right bower of the young Prince of the
"Then order your horse saddled and we will
Saddle in all his "dangerous exploits.
,
.· so when they met the scout riding toward them start at once."
As the two walked away Jim I1art smiled softly
just as they were turning in to get their horses,
·
to himself.
they simply gave him a cheer.
"A woman's love is all -right, I guess," he mutThen .they rode back to Weston with the rest.
tered. "By Jove! I think I will hunt up a &"irl
There were nineteen prisoners ·with theln.
The rest of the road agents· had been killed; with and see what· it is like to have some one crymg
over you every time you go away from home."
the exception of their captain.
We must now turn our attention to Young Wild
It was past midnight when the hustling little
West.
mining town was reached.
· The boy was determined to overtake the capThe nineteen -prisoners were taken to the jail,
tain of the road-agents, and he inwardly vowed
and a strong guard placed over them.
The miners were not going to depend .o n the that he would not return without accomplishing
jailer who had become drunk and allowed his this purpose. If the villain kept on the straight
road for the priarie he was sure that Spitfire
. ·
prisoners to escape before.
Jack Robedee was one of the men to act as would be equal to the task•of overtaking hun beguard, and as he never went to sleep in neglect fore morning.
Rob Runner had a good horse, but .the sorrel
of ihis duty, it was safe to say that the villains
stallion was a better one.
would not get away.
"He is not liable to take the road to SponduIt was not until the next morning that the inlicks," thought Wild as he rode swiftly along.
habitants of Weston learned what had happened
"I'll run chances that he has gone the other way."
the night before.
On he galloped, the horse seeming tireless. B'y
The news that the road-agents had made their
last hold-up was gratifying .t o them, and loud and by the moon arose and he could see objects '
ahead of him. It now behooved him to be cauwere their praises for Young Wild West and his
tious, as there was no te11ing but that the villain
band of determined followers. The loss of two
men in the conflict was saddening, but there was he was pursuing might lay in ambush in anticino way to help it. They had volunteered to go, pation of some such thing. Runner must have
the same as the rest, and they had died while do- 'had a good twenty minutes start of him, but if
-ing their duty. But there were two in the town he was going that way it could not be long now
who were very much worried over the outcome of before he was overtaken. Somewhere about two
o'clock in the early morning Wild halted to. give
the capture of the road-agents.- They were ~rietta Murdock and the wife of Cheyenne Charlie . . his noble steed a short re.. Just as he did so
The fact of Wild and Charlie not coming back ·he heard the faint sound of receding hoofbeats.
.
Instantly he was all attention.
with the others made them think that they had
"That must be him," he muttered. "On, good
.
.
been killed.
Spitfire. A short, quick race now, and it will all
They both sought out' Jim Dart the first thing
.
in the morning, and wanted the full particulars. be over!"
The horse responded nobly, and coming to a
Jim told them just what he knew of it.
straight piece of the broken mountain road, Wild
"Do you mean to say that my husband is
beheld a horseman going at a very tired gait.
alive?" asked the neat little woman who had
"Stop a minute!" he called out. "lam in-dis·
become the bride of the scout.
"He was, and very much so- when I saw him tress. Can't you help me out?"
These words had the effect he hoped they would1
last," replied Jim.
for the horseman stopped at once. He waitea
"I don't believe you."
until Wild rode up. The moment he got near
"I am telling you nothing but the•truth."
enough to distinguish his form the boy saw that
"Then why did he not come back with the rest
it was not Rob Runner. The stranger seemeci
of the men?" ,
to that taken by the captain of 'bhe road agents, as
fast as he could run.
He was going after his horse S~itfire.
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to be wounded, and on inquiry Wild learned that die for the space of ten seconds, and then sank
a stranger had met him, and after shooting him forward on the neck of his horse. There was a
small jagged hole in the center of his forehead,
in the arm, had forced him to trade horses.
and the blood that came from it flowed upon the
"My horse was comparatively fresh and his
horse's neck and mingled with the perspiration
was played out," he said. "You can see how he
that was dripping to the ground. Young Wild
is now."
"What sort of a looking man was the fellow?" West turned from the sight. He had no liking
for the shedding of human blood.- But were such
asked Wild.
The reply satisfied him that it was Rob Run- people as Captain Rob Runner really human'!
That was a question that could not be answered
.
ner to a certainty.
without debate.
"He went this way, did he?"
Young Wild West was about as tired as his
"Yes," said the stranger.
"Well, he is the man I am after. If you can't faithful horse, and he turned and rode to the
keep up with me I will see you after I have settled shade of a tree, for as early as it was the sun
was scorching hot. Dismounting, he threw himaccounts with him."
self on the ground. In spite of himself he could
Young Wild West felt that he did not have the
not keep his eyes open, and he had not been there
time to attend to the man's wounded arm. He
· wanted to overtake· Rob Runner. He rode along over five minutes when he was fast asleep. He
for another hour, and then took a short rest. He . was awakened about an hour later by the voice of
Cheyenne Charlie.
knew the villain · he was l)lirsuing would have to
"I could not help starting out after you," said
rest his horse, and so he was not losing any
Cheyenne Charlie. "I thought I might be needed,
time by doing it himself. In another hour it
·
would be daylight. So Wild rode along just as but I see I wasn't." ·
"Oh, I don't know. Your company will make
· determined as ever. With the dawn of the day
it pleasant for me on the way back."
his spirits went up a trifle., Spitfire was doing
"I am going that way, too," spoke up the
nobly. He had made a splendid record, and had
stranger. "I was heading for Weston from Sponit not been for the fact that a fresh horse was
dulicks, but turned the wrong way."
placed in the race against him, it would have
"Well you can go back with us. You'll find
been over. long before this. As the sun arose
Young Wild West halted for another brief rest. worse p{aces than Wes ton and worse people than
He dismounted and stood on the brink of a prec- Young Wild West and his friends."
The man gave a start.
. ipice looking off to the left, for that was the di"You don't mean to say that you are Young
rection in which the road ran. Almost the first
Wild West!" he exclaimed.
· thing he saw was a horse and rider resting be"That is about the size of it."
side a boulder. This distance was nearly a thou"Well, I am glad to meet you. I have heard
. sand yards. Young Wild West raised his rifle to
a great deal about you, nd I assure you that I
his shoulder, but lowered it with a shake of his
feel highly honored to make your acquaintance."
head.
The stranger's name was John Westlake. He
"I can't do it," he muttered. "It looks too
had come out that way in search of his fortune,
much like murder to shoot a man that way, no
like a great many before him. The three rode
matter if he is richly deserving of it. No! I'll
along until noon, and then who should they meet
give him a chance to surrender, and if he don't,
but Arietta and Charlie's wife. The meeting was
one of us will go under!"
one.
Wild quickly mounted and started again . . He an affectionate
The ride home was made in due time, and then
got within two hundred ya1·ds befor e the roaddown to lead a quiet life for a while.
agent captain saw him. The villain must have they settled
But such a thing was impossible for a young
recognized his relentless puvsuer at once, for he
fellow like Young Wild West to do.
mounted his horse. But instead of fleeing he
He was bound to live a ' life of action, as ou1·
turned about and came to meet him. He seemed
to be crazed, for he acted very strangely. Wild next issue will show.
kept him well covered as he approached and
finally when he was near enough he concluded to
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
halt him. But just then the voice of Rob Runner
WEST'S PLUCK; or, BOUND TO BEAT TH);;
rang out stern and clear:
BAD MEN."
"Halt! Hold up your hands!"
"I must tell you to do that," replied Wild
calmly. "I have got the drop on you, Rob Runner. You may as well giye in and go with me
quietly."
The outlaw gave a violent start, as though he
was awakening from a sudden sleep.
"Ha! Young Wild West I" he cried in his old
vengeful tone. "So we meet again, do we?"
"Yes, Captain Rob Runner, we do. I want to
Make Secret Investigations
tell you that you have made your last hold-up I
Earn Big MoMy. Work home or travel,
Are you going with me quietly or not?"
Fascinating work. Excellent opportu•
"Go with you quietly! Mind your eye, now!"
nity. Experience unnecessary. Partic•
hand,
He fired his revolver without raising his
ulars free. Write:
and the bullet grazed the thigh of Young Wild
GEORGE R. WAGNER
West, but not enough to draw the blood.
Detective Training Departmenc
C1·ack! It was Wild's revolver that spoke this
2190 Broadway, New York'
, time. Captain Rob Runner sat rigid in the sad-
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NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
BOYS ARE SMART, BUT GIRLS ARE
SMARTER
The tradition that girls are not equal to boys
tn mental ability has been shattered ·i and it also
has been proved rural pupils fall be ow city pupila in intelligence and educational achievements.
WOMEN EXCEL MEN AS TAXICAB
DRIVERS
The accident record of twenty-five women taxi
drivers employed by a cab company in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is much lower than that of
the men drivers of the organization.
The women claim to enjoy their jobs and have
shown themselves to be careful drivers. It was
about six months ago that the company began the
experiment of employing women chauffeurs.
MOUNT EVEREST STILL UNCONQUERED
BY MAN
Men still are trying to scale Mount Everest,
world's highest mountain. This peak in the
Himalayas is nearly six miles :high. Human life
could not exist on its top for more than a day
CJf two, because of the rarefied atmosphere, besides the terrific storms and intense cold.
Two English explorers, Irvine and Mallory,
once reached a height of 26,000 feet on the mountainside.
JEALOUSY UNKNOWN WHERE THERE'S
WORK
In the African jungle polygamy is favored by
native women. Each new wife proportionately
reduces the burden of the others.
Dr. Fowzer, American globe trotter, attended
a palaver at which an only wife, through her
brother, petitioned the chief of the tribe to compel her husband to take on more wives. Her jog
was too much for one woman, she said. There
the woman do all the work.
FULL N. Y. CAVALRY BRIGADE PROPOSED
Plans are being made to so increase the cavalry
units of the New York National Guard that there
will be a full cavalry brigade, and the One
Hundred and Second Cavalry Regiment of New
Jersey can be detached from the New York units.
Major-General William N. Haskell now has sufficient men and funds to organize an additional
full regiment of cavalry in this State and it will
be done if the War Department approves. There
is now one full regiment, the One Hundred and
First Cavalry, commanded by Colonel James R.
Howlett, of Brooklyn.
KILADY WILL RIVAL BAREFOOT BOY IN
NEW FOOTWEAR
Barefoot boys will have a rival for foot comfort
lhis spring in the fashionably dressed woman,

spring shoe styles announced today showed.
Grecian sandals of patent and kid, with cut•
out work along the line of the sole, and extremely
high heels receive a generous display. Shoes
o~ shiny patent leather with :t>rf lliant buckles and
highly colored roasted red mlay work also are
expected to be popular.
Plebeian gingham was given a prominent place
in ~ecoration of wo~an's shoes. Many of the
sprmg styles were m two-color combinations
with gingham covered heels. Patent apparently
was the most popular leather.
SIAMESE TWINS SAVE FEE BY GOI.N G
TO COURT AS ONE
Violet and Daisy Hilton, Siamese twins, who
make their home in San Antonio, Texas, when
not appearing on the stage, today had the disabilities of minority removed by a single court action.
Ordinarily two separate suits would be necessary
with two separate sets of court costs.
The twins, whose bodies have been joined since
their birth nineteen years ago, now are free to
sign their own contracts and enjoy all the advantages of majority, except the right to vote.
The suit set out that the whereabouts of their
parents was unknown and that their guardian,
Myer Rothbaum, also known as Meyer Meyers,
consented to the · action. It showed a deed of
their adoption by Mr. Rothbaum, whose home is
New York, had been signed by their parents.
LOS ANGELES WILL HA VE RADIO
WEATHER MAP RECORDING SET
As a result of the successful transmission of
weather maps to the U. S. S. Kittery, governmenti
officials state that receiving apparatus for recording weather maps will be installed at the various
air ports under government supervision. It is/
said the United States Navy field at Lakehurst,
N. J., will be the first so equipped. It is also
believed map receiving sets will be installed in
the giant dirigible Los Angeles.
Official opinion is that if the Shenandoah could
have had the advantage of such equipment it
might have received warning of the approaching
storm and averted the disaster.
Thus far the transmission of weather maps has
been declared highly successful. The maps are
being transmitted regularly to the U. S. S. Kittery from N AA, the naval station at Arlington,
Va., and on short waves from the laboratory of
C. Francis Jenkins, the inventor of the systemThe results from N AA, which transmits the
weather reports on 8,300 meters, are not received
as well as those from the short wave apparatus
on 50 and 24 meters of Jenkins.
The experimenters announce that the entire
map is not transmitted, but before the ship leaves
port it is supplied with a map showing the coast
line, the ea.stern part of the United States and
the islands in the South Atlantic Ocejl.Il. It is .
said this makes necessary only the transmisi011
of the barometric pressure and the wind velocity.
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Terry, the Texan
-OR-

The Mustang Herders of the Rio Grande
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)

CHAPTER XI-(Contintied)
"All right!" said Terry. "Now, you travel, and
if I ever run into you again, I'll shoot you as I
would a rabid curl"
And to emphasize his rem~rks, h~ gave J?alton
a parting kick, that almost lifted him off his feet
and caused him to limp away rapidly.
Picking up the bag, Terry opened it, and saw
that the monev was still inside.
Then he waiked back to where he had left his
friends and told them briefly what had transpired.
"Buliy for you!" chuckled Bill. "J,'m glad yer
got ther money, pard, an' it's mighty lucky you
was fly enough ter es.cape gittin' I?it by ~hem thar
rattlers. Ther·pizen m ther varmmts nught have
sent yer ter glory."
"We must get a move on if we intend to run
down those thieves," exclaimed Terry. "A couple
of you can take the prisoners--''.
.
"No need o' that," interposed Bill. "While yez
wuz gone, I found two of ther pe?ky _gr,easers'
horses hid among ther trees. We kin tie em on
thar cayuses, an' that'll save us ther trouble o'
carryin' 'em."
"Good for you! All hands get ready at once!"
A few moments later they were going down the
trail into the valley at a lively canter, with the
two Mexican prisoners in their _midst.
.
.
"How many men has Roarmg Ike got m lus
1
party Te1·.ry ' "
"I c~unted s~venteen, including the leader, Bill."
"All greasers ? " ·
"So their costumes proclaimed."
"Waal thar's ·fourteen of us, an' we're ekal ter
- thirty si~h sneakin' coyotes ai, them pilgrims, so
bust ahead, Terry, an' if we meets u~ with ~hem
ere wagons, we'll chaw them greasers mter _mmcemeat."
·
Down the hills they swept into the valley, and
straight for the banks of the Rio Gr!1nde they
dashed, until they found the wagon trail.
There were deep ruts in the ground, for the
vehicles were loaded heavily, and could not therefore make very rapid headway.
In half an hour they turned a bend in the trail,
around a heap of rocks, and suddenly beheld the
two wagons going on ahead.
"There they are!" cried Terry, who was in advance of the rest.
A cheer escaped the mustang herders, i:nd they
urged their mounts ahead at a faster gait, when
Bill suddenly exclaimed:
"Good heavens, Terry, thar ain't a soul with
them wagons!"
The boy was startled, for he saw that the ranchero spoke truly.
He spurred Ginger, and, after a short dash, he
reached the vehicles, and stopped the double
teams.
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The thieves had vanished and the wagons were
empty.
Up came the rest of the party, and Bill asked
the boy:
"Are you sure, pard, that Ike's men wuz escorin' these wagons?"
"Positive" replied Terry. "I saw them. There
was a gua~d around each vehicle, and Roaring
Ike was in the lead. Moreover, from where I
stood I could plainly see that the wagons ~ere
filled with small bags that undoubtedly co.ntamed
the concentrations they stole from the mine. They
must have paused somewhere and emptied the
walfons. The Mexicans I drove away probably
arnved and warned them that they were pursued.
To fool us, they drove the teams ahead with the
empty wagons."
•
"Hang them! We must a-passed the hull gang
somewhere!" growled Bill. "An' I reckon they wuz
a-laughing' at us fer a pack o' fools, too!"
"Well, they can't move that gold very easily
without the wagons, so we've ~ot them anchored
where they are now hiding. I mtend to camp on
their trail .until we find them, Bill. In the meantime, I'll send one of the men to Red Dog with the
two wagons and the prisoners. We'll keep Ike
crippled for want of transportation facilities."
This plan was carried out.
When the prisoners and wagons were gone, the
herders scatte1·ed alon_g- the trail and made a desperate effort to locate the thieves, but failed.
They were well hidden with the gold, and when
night fell and all hands were at the rendezvous
not far form the San Rosa Range, where this incident occurred, none had a favorable report to
make.
A camp-fire was made, and they cooked some
food and ate a frugal supper, after which some
were posted on guard and others rolled themselves in their blankets on the ground and fell
asleep.
,
Terry and Bill were in the first watch, and,
mounting their mustangs, they rode down toward
the river bank on a scouting trip.
.
They had not gone far, however, before the boy
suddenly reined in.
"Stop, Bill!" he whispered. "Ain't that a man
skulking along in the shadows of the overhangin_g- embankment?"
"Pard, you're right! It is a man, an' he's on a
horse."
They watched the fig·ure closely, arid then went
along in purl;,uit, curious to find out who he was
and why he acted in such a peculiar manner.

CHAPTER XII.
Besieged in a Water Hole.
It was such a dark night that Terry dared not
let the solitary horseman get too far ahead, for
fear he might lose him in the gloom.
The mysterious rider continued on for a mile or
more and then rode up on the p:rairie and sped
rapidly away to the northward.
.It was then that Terry caught sight of his
enormous hat, and came to the conclusion that he
must be a Mexican.
"Follow him, Bill!" said the boy to his companion. "His actions are so singular that I am
anxious to find out what he is up to."
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"It's a greaser, pard, and he is leading straight
for our ranch."
"After all, he may be one of Don Pedro's men."
"Waal, I don't reckon he is. Anyway, it won't
do us no harm to chase him an' find out. On the
other hand, he may be one of Ike's gang."
They could barely distinguish the man ahead,
and were haunted by the fear that he might
chance to glance back at any moment and see
them.
On they went for several miles, until at length
Terry saw the man suddenly disappear from view
down in a coulee or sink in the plain.
Riding to the crest of the ihuge depression,
Terry suddenly caught view of a big camp fire below, around which were some men on horseback.
"Back with you!" he gasped~ n startled tones,
and in a moment he and Bill were speedin~ away,
so their figures would not be outlined agamst the
sky in such a way that the strangers could see
them.
Reining in and dismounting, Terry left Ginger
standin11; and said:
"Did you see them ? "
"Only fer an instant," answered Bill.
"They're Roaring Ike and his men."
"What!" gasped the ranchero. "Is th:it so?''
"I saw the big ruffian near the fire."
"Then, hooray fer us! We've got 'em."
"Not yet, Bill. We'll have a hard fight before
we get the rest of that band of thieves. I wonder
what they are doing here?"
"They didn't have the gold down thar, did they,
pard ?"
"I didn't see anything of it."
"Let's leave our mustangs hyar an crawl over
thar ter see what they're up ter. We can't l'arn
nothin' by stayin' in this yere spot."
Bill dismounted as Ole spoke, and, like a pair of
Jndians, they lay flat on the ground and began to
crawl toward the coulee.
But they had not gone far before they heard the
pounding of hoofs.
They saw that the moon was coming out.
There was a water hole near by, and they
sprang to their feet, and, rushing back to their
mustangs, seized the bridles, and hastily led the
animals down into the depression.
At the bottom was a spring at which the mustangs <lrank, while Terry and Bill lay just within
reach of the hollow and peered over the edge.
Suddenly the moon burst forth.
Its light flooded the prairie as if by day,
and an exclamation escaped Terry as he saw a
rlrove of thirty or forty mustangs coming over the
plain in a body, headed by a big, black stallion,
•
and driven by a Mexican.
When they drew closer to the coulee, a dozen
rifle shots paled out, and down went eight of the
mustangs.
Foar an instant, Terry thought the thieves were
killing them, but in this he was greatly deceived,
for he now saw the Alameda gang come riding up
iut of the coulee and dash toward the herd.
Then the truth of the matter flss·h ed across the
boy's mind.
"Bill, they are creasing the mustangs!" he cried.
"Now I see through their game. They want to .get
the bunch, to load them with the bags of gold, in
order to carry it away to their hold-out."

"Pard, you're right thar," replied the ranchero.
"See ther drove now?"
Terrified by the shots, the mustangs had gone
racing away, leaving their mates lying stunned
by the rifle bullets that grazed their skulls.
Roaring Ike had evidently taken a violent fancy
to the big stallion, for he left his men securing the
fallen animals and went dashing away in hot
pursuit, swinging a lasso as he rode.
A lively l'ace ensued, for the stallion had become frightened, and the horse ridden by the
thief was a fast one.
Over the plain they came tearing straight toward the water hole in which Terry and Bill were
crouching.
Th€> horse-thief drew up to the fugitive rapidly.
He then let his lasso fly.
The long, sinuous rope shot through the air, uncoiling as it went, and the noose settled down over
the stallion's head.
It was suddenly jerked taut as Dee drew in his
horse, and the cruel noose tightened around the
,s tallion's neck, choking him.
He let out a neigh of fright, and, with flying
mane and tail, he rushed around in a circle and
fell upon his knees.
A yell of triumph escaped the thief.
Kee~ing the line tight, he kept edging in toward
the ammal, and gave the line another jerk, which
threw the beast down.
Game to the last, the stallion rolled over, then
got its front legs out, and made a frantic effort
to rise.
In a moment mol'e the thief would have had it.
But the sight made Terry's blood boil.
He could not stand to see his employer's mustangs stolen ,i,_n this summarv fashion.
Aiming at the lasso, he let a shot go that cut
the line.
Up scrambled the stallion, relieved of the strain,
and away it rushed, free.
Bang! went a second shot from Terry's Winchester, and down went Ike's mount, creased by
the ball ploughing along its skull.
The thief barely had time to leap to the ground
to prevent the falling animal from corning down
on him.
Hearing the shots, the rest of the gang looked
that way.
Up jumped Terry, and toward his rough enemy
he dashed, with his rifle held ready for action, as
he shouted at the amazed outlaw:
"Throw up your hands, Ike, or I'll give you a
shot!"
"Te;rry the Texan!" gasped tihe villain.
Just then the boy reached him, and aimed a
blow at Ike's head with the butt of his rifle, as
he made a grab for his revolver.
The man dodged the blow, and, seizing Terry's
rifle, tore it from his hand.
But the boy leaped fol'ward and grabbed him.
In an instant they fell struggling to the ground.
Seeing what was going on, Ike's men rushed
toward them, but a couple of shots from Bill's
rifle drove them back.
The thief was more powerful than the boy,
and might have got the best of him had not Terry
suddenly whipped out a revolver and given him
a thump with the butt that stunned him.
"Bill!" he yelled. "Help me!"

(To be continued.)
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INTERESTING ARTICLES

KING DISLIKES ANY "BOB"
Shingled tails and shingled heads are in the
same class with King George. He doesn't like
!horses with bobbed tails any better than he likes
~hort-haired women, and he has been very frank
in saying so at recent horse shows.
SMILE OF U. S. ACTRESS INSURED FOR
.
$250,000
A $250,000 smile adorns the face of Fay Marbe,
an American actress now playing in London. In
what is believed to be the first transaction of its
kind, the actress has insured her smile for this
amount with a British company.
The p01icy provides that the insurance shall be
collectible if at any time within the next ten years
her smile loses its charm because of accident or
illness. 'fhe amount of the premium was not disclosed.
DUCHESS VIEWS HABITS OF EAGLES
FROM PLANE
"The way of an eagle" has recently been investigated first hand by the Duchess of Bedford who
has been utilizing a light airplane to fly over the
Spanish mountains studying birds and their
·
habits.
Although cases are frequently recorded of
the titled naturalist carplanes
eagles attacking
ried out her experiments without any alarming
incidents.

LONDON BANK TREASURE S OLD TYPE
POUND NOTES
Many London banks possess collections of old
banknotes, practically valueless as exchange, but.
much sought after by collectors.
The finest examples of old English notes are to
be seen .at the Institute of Bankers, in Bishopsgate, London, which contains thousands of notes
issued during the last two centuries.
In this collect.ion are examples from the original Bank of England £1 and £5 issues, a Bank of
Scotland note dated 1731 for £12 Scots (£2 sterling), a note for 13 pence Irish (1 shilling sterling), which was issued in 1804 by a Cork grocer,
Dennis O'Flynn, and a £5 note issued by the Corporation of Liverpool in 1794.
Other curiosities are notes for 6 shillings and 2
shillings and 6 pence issued by the Birmingham
poorhouse and others, issued by a W ednesbury
manufacture r, redeemable in pounds of rod iron.,
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LAUGHS
TRY AND DO IT!
When in Rome, do as Mussolini does.-Lafayette Lyre.
COULDN'T BE A CRAZE
Winks-"You r friend Jones is one of the finest
pianists I ever heard. Why don't he go on the
·
.
stage?"
Minks-"Wouldn't pay. His name is too easy
to pronounce."
A DELIGHTFU L EFFECT
Artist--"Tho se evergreen .on the north side of
your house have a delightful effect."
Farmer-"! should say they had. Them trees
keep off the wind and save 'bout eight dollars'
worth o' firewood every winter."
BOUDOIR GENERALS HIP
J ane-"That Mr. Shallopate is at the door.
Shall I tell him you are engaged?"
Miss Pinkle-"Sho w him into the parlor, Jane.''
"Yes'm."
"And, Jane, after he lays his box of candy on
the mantel, tell him I am out."
HE PAST ED HER ONE
"My husband examined many diamonds before
buying this one for me, and he says it's the
flower of them all.''
"You mean flour.''
"It's _paste."
-Cincinnati Cynic.

1
FREE SUN BATH ALLOWED BY PERSPLITTING UP THE FAMILY
MEABLE CLOTHING
say Professor Rhetoric's children speak
"They
Sunlight treatment will be presently available, perfect English.''
not only artificially and inexpensively , but will be
"Absolutely. They're all chips off the old infree for all if the claim put forth by Professor A. finitive.''
M. Low proves justified. This British scientist
-Nebraska Awgwan.
claims to have devised a method by which ciothing
without change of appearance or durabilitY' beNOT SUFFICIEN T FUND
comes permeable to ultra violet rays.
Monty: Did you hear how a child of six broke
Clothes from the treated material would mean
health for all men and women, the scientists de- the bank last night?
Carlo: No. How?
clares. His claimed discovery of a free sun bath
Monty: Pounded it with a hammer till all the
treatment while you walk was made by chance
- V:il ~snr V::ir,-8b.;nd.
· 1Jcnnies fell out.
In the course of an X-ray experiment.
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mining camp of Lake Valley to rest for a few
hours before taking up the trail. of the wily Nana.
Lieutenant George W. Smith, a veteran of the _
civil war, and as gallant a soldier as ever drew
saber, was in command:·
•
There was a very bad feeling existing at the ""
Were you ever in a fight with Apache Indian??
I was in one, and do not in the slightest degree time between the citizens and the troops.
The latter were denounced as worse than usecrave for a repetition of the experience.
It took place in August, 1881, when Nana with less, as not caring to fight the Indians, and as havhis ban_d of Mescalero Apaches were raidin~ a~d ing well earned the sobriquet of "Buffalo" soldesolatmg_ Grant, Dona and Socorro counties m diers, which old Victorfo had bestowed upon them
'- in deriison of their futile attempts to vanquish
• d f
.h d
h
NeBwfMextihic<?.
s event t e peop1e a enJoye a ew him
e ore
h h
. v II
d
.
th
A.
chief
old
the
of
-ravages
months respite from the
. mong_ e men aroun Lake a ey w o s ared
Victorio, whom the alleged bad faith of the govGe?rg_e
was
this sent1m~nt to -.an absurd degree
ernment had driven on the war-path.
For two years and a half Victorio had set Colo- . Daly, super_mt~n.dent of the Lake V~lley mmes,
nel Hatch and his colored Ninth cavalry at de- an old Cahforman and Colorado mme1, and a
the most desperate courage.
fiance, and civilization and progress were arrested man
_Durmg- the i:est at Lake Vall~y Daly taunted
by the sca)ping knife of the savage chief.
In that · period four hundred men, women and Lieutenant Smith for not pressmg the Apaches
.
.
children were tortured, outraged and murdered stronl?=ly.
~m1th explamed that he had b~t twenty men,
with that fiendish cruelty which stamps the
Apache as the most ruthless and merciless of while the Indians had f~lly three times tha~ number, but he added that if Daly wa s so anxious to
·
American Indians.
In an evil day for himself, but a happy one f or sho"'. ;Vhat he was made of he_ could raise a party
New Mexico, Victo1·io ventured to cross the Mex- of citiz,;ns and come along himself.
Daly ·accepted the challenge, and in a few hours
ican border into the State of Chihuahua.
This Mexican State had no maudlin sympathy had collected together and a1·med some twenty
citizens, mostly miners, to accompany Lieutenant ·r
for incarnate fiends such as .the Apaches.
·
It puts a price upon an Indian's scalp the same Smjth's command.
Daly's men .were not very well mounted, and
as upon that of a wolf, and sufficiently large to
were mainly armed with the old Winchester rifle,
urge its soldiers to the greatest activity.
It was to the Mexicans under General Luis Ter- which earries only about three hundred yards.
The soldiers were armed with the regulation
rassas that the Territory of New Mexico owed
its temporary relief from the raids of the Springfield carbine.
It was not until the morning of the 19th, at
.
.
.
.
Apaches. .
. He surpnse~ Victono a~d his band 1_n the Cos- about one o-'clock, ihat the command left Lake
tillos Mountams about eighty-five miles south- Valley citizens and soldiery
·
h
h ·
t·
W 'h d · f
west• of El Paso, killed most of the braves, ine a m orma 10n ~ at t e Indians were
eluding Victorio and took forty-four squaws and
hoped to
we
~nd
Spnngs,
Borendo
at.
camped
children prisone'rs.
come up with them before daylight.
. , .
.
About nine miles south we came upon the place
Unfortunately, Nana, V1ctor~o s heutenant, and
where the Indians had camped for the night, and
about twenty ~r~ves made their escape.
·
They were JOmed by a number of renegades the trail at once grew hot.
•
h d
h
d th
h
yth'
E
from the Mescalero Apache agency, and, with the
on1Y Jus_!; . 0
at}. ey,, a
advent of the rainy season, which begins in July " st ver,, mg s owe_
ruck camp, _a nd ~s t!1 e ~ign was plenty we
· and ends with September another Indian war was
fo~d no trouble 1n "hghtmg 1t" almost at a gal'
inaugurat_ed.
f . G b
Nana was a younger and more active man than
1't Ied on to t h e mout h O . the a allon ~anyon1 .,,.
Victorio, and the rapidity of his movements paraMountams, ana
Mimbres
the
of
slo:pe
~est
the
on
lyzed the troops.
A splendid Indian, he stood five fe et and eight about eight nnles southwest of the ranch of a
inches in height, well set, wiry, and noted in the stockman named Broc-k1:_1an,Very soon after we e .. te1ed the canyon the adtribe as a very fleet runner.
He could out-travel a horse, and keep it for van_ce guard of fi ve r, .m fell ):>ack and reported
Ind1_ans ahead ab?u t a half mile off.
,days toget her.
Lieutenant _Smith ~rder ed the guard to move
His daring raids in two months established a
on_ a short d~stance Ill a_dvan~e, but they were
reign of t error throughrout New Mexico.
The trains on the Souther n Paci.fie were guard- eviden tly getting demorahzed m ~he face o.f the
ed by tr oops st ages ceased to run freighting was enemy, and we had gone but a httle way when
stopped, and towns wer e as tho~oughly cut ·off they again halted and waited for the main bo'dy
from sup plies as though they wer e undergoing a to come up.
The sergeant in cha rge said that he wanted
r egular siege.
For weeks in Silver City, the seat of Grant flankers to support him, and clea r ly did not reCounty, the baker s baked bread but once a week, gar d with pleasur e the post of honor h e occupied.
The lieutenant order ed him to aga in advance
and the common n ecessities of life reached famine
abo:ut four hundred yards, but the guard had not
prices.
Such was the state of affairs when, on the eve- gone t en ·yards when fire was opened on the '
ning of August 18, the little command of twenty , party from both sides of the canyon.
The Indians were in ambush all around us . .
men from the Ninth <;:avalry, with which I had
'· N6t ·a ·· single Apache could ·be ·se·e n, ·but evdy
vft'ered ' to ser.ve as ·:> - v1>lunteer. · ro-de into the·

of an Amb_uscade
.The St.ory
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cactus bush and every boulder seemed to vomit denominations from five to one thousand marks.
'fhe latte~ bills are printed on silk fibre paper.
forth fire.
The Chmes~ pa11er curre_ncy is in red, and yelMen dropped on every side before the unseen
low paper, with_ gilt letterm~ and gorgeous little
enemy.
At the first volley poor Smith was shot through handd:rawn _devices. The bills_, to the ordinary
the lower part of the body and fell from his horse. financier, 1mght pass for. washmg bills, but they
"Help me on my horse!" he cried to the first are worth good money m the "Flowery Kingsergeant. The latter ran to his assistance and dom."
Italian notes are of all sizes, shapes and colors.
placed him in his saddle.
"Dismount, boys, and take to the rocks for your The smaller bills-five and ten-lire notes-are
J}rinted on white paper in pink, blue and carmine
lives!" was his next command.
inks, and ornamented with a finely engraved vigIt was immediately obeyed.
Every rock that a uian could get cover behind nette of King Humbert.
The one-hundred-rouble note of Russia is
was occupied as fast as the men could hurl thembarred from top to bottom with all the colors of
selves from their saddles.
Horses and everything besides arms were aban- the rainbow blended, as when shown through a
prism. In the center, in bold relief, stands a
doned.
A I clambered behind the shelter of a huge large, finely executed. vignette of the , Empress
boulder on the south side of the canyon where the Catherine I. This is in black. The other engravfire seemed weakest I glanced below and saw Lieu- ing is not at all intricate or elaborate, but it is
tenant Smith and Daly, side by side, make a dash well done in dark and light brown and black inks.
The Austrian . note is printed on light-colored,
down the canyon, as though to fight their way
through the howling Apaches, whose wild, tri- thick paper, which shows none of the silk fibre
umphant· cries of "Hi Ki! Yo!" now filled the air. marks or geometrical lines used in ordinary paper
They had both stood by the ·challenge made at currency as a protection against counterfeiting.
Lake Valley, and had died as only brave men can Each bears upon it a terrible warning to counterfeiters, threatening imprisonment "to any one
die.
Two soldiers and one citien while making for who shall make, sell, or have in possession any
counterfeit or facsimile of this bill."
cover were shot dead in their tracks.
Two citizens escaped on horseback and brought
the news of the disaster to Lake Valley.
MORE AND PRETTIER BATHROOMS, SLO-·
The Indians now had it all their own way.
GAN OF THE HOME OWNER
Having secured the government horses and the
ammunition and arms of those killed, they made
Our grandmothers and great-grandmothers
lively efforts to dislodge those living from the suffered terrible handicaps in matters of home
cover of the rocks.
sanitation and hygiene because there were so
The slightest exposure brought a leaden mes- many subjects-and such vital ones-that "just
senger; yet we were compelled to expose our- weren't nice to talk about." Women of today
selves in order to watch that th!! red devils did not are rapidly learning that no subject is too delisteal upon us unawares.
cate or too intimate to discuss frankly, if it co11I had lost my canteen, and from ten o'clock in cerns the health of their families. One of those
the morning until four in the afternoon, had ti) subjects is plumbing.
endure the most agonizing thirst under a lurid
Two great improvements are being achieved in
and semi-tropical sky, a fate I shared in common modern homes, more bathrooms and more beautiwith nearly all of my companions.
ful bathrooms. A family bath, built for utility
It was not until after four o'clock that the In- a1one, was the old-fashioned idea, but nowadays
dians left, just as rein:forcements could be seen in even many of the small houses have more than
one bath and it is not uncommon to find a bath
the far distance.
The most horrible incident of the fight was to adjoining each bedroom. And what attractive
be compelled to witness the mutilation of our dead places they can be made, with their clean white
. tile and shining equipment, their snacious showcomrades.
e:rs and built-in china accessories. Even the bathroom curtains are artistic in the modern home.
Families insist upon having bathroom facili ~ies
BANK NOTES
.when they are needed, and in that way they pracThe Bank of England note is about five by eight tice regular health habits. In ad::lition, ·no one
·inches in dimension, and is printed in black ink, need wait to use the bathroom and be lat~ to
on Irish linen, water-lined paper, plain white, and school or work, in consequence. Small cubby·with ragged edges.
holes are bein~ made into baths; it is fal ~e ec;onThe notes of the Banque de France are made of omy to do without the facilities which can be J\.ad
white water-lined paper, printed in blue and so easily. But when a new bathroom is being
black, with numerous mythological and allegorical built, the onlv sensible plan is to avoid future
pictures, and running in denomination from the unnecessary repairs by making sure that the
twenty::'franc note to the one-thousand franc.
equipment is of the best.
South American currency, ill'most countries, is
·about the size and general appearance of United
The island of Jamaica is 144 mjles in length and
· States bills, except that cinnamon, brown, and
·state blue are the prevailing colors, and the Span- 49 mile3 in width, and contains an area of 4,193
ish and Portuguese are the prevailing languages square miles. Its population, according to the census of 1891, was 625,271, when the whites numengraved on the face.
· The German currency is r"ather artistic. The bered 14,692; mulattoes, 121,955; negroes, 488,bills are printed i~ grep and black, and 1·un in 6¥4. -The colored outnumbered the whites 41 to l.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
WINDSHIELD WIPER CARE NECESSARY
One reason why a windshield wiper becomes
defective is due to small particles of tar sticking
on the windshield and unless they are removed
before the wiper is set in motion they wear tiny
holes in the edge of the wiper, allowing rivulets
of rainwater to remain on the windshield with
each stroke. Car owners are advised to exercise
care in removing such particles before operating the wiper.
PARIS DOG DOCTOR USES VIOLET RAYS
Violet rays and electric dryers are installed
in a luxurious dog and cat ho:;pital opened for the
pets of the rich in Paris, 1lrance.
The hospital has an operating room, bathroom,
consulting room, private quarters for the animals
whose owners can afford them and a "charity
ward" for the less aristocratic pets of the poor.
"Autographed" photographs of expensive patients hang on the office wall.
HAMMOCKS USED TO SAVE ROOM
The hammock is being discovered in France.
Relief for crowded city apartments is seen in the
hammock as a bed. City authorities are considering their use in public institutions. Serious
periodicals propose the general use of the hafmock in modest homes and apartments, where
each new baby means, eventually, another bed,
less room to move about and heavy expense.
, SING SING PRISONERS SLEEP ON FLOOR

NOW

Some Sing Sing guests had to sleep on the floor,
according to prison attaches yesterday, because
the count of prisoners reached 1,638, which breaks
all previous records for fifteen years. Those put
upon the floor were, however, supplied with mattresses and bedding. The crowded conditions are
due largely to the "tightening up" in the matter
of allowing prisoners paroles. The prison population at Sing Sing is about two hundred more
than in any of the other three prisons of the
State.
"JIXIES," TWO-SEATER TAXICABS, TO
CAUSE FARE CUT IN LONDON
The long-promised two-seater taxicabs which,
for an initial fare of 18 cents instead of the 25
.:ents which is now the standard, at last has
reached the stage of final tests and will soon appear in the streets of London. These vehicles will
be termed "Jixies" as "Jix" is the nickname given
to SiL· William Joynson-Hicks, the Home Secretary, under whose plan theee cabs were introduced.
An inte'restmg point in this connection is that
London is the only European city where taxicabs
are not permitted by law to have electric starters, as Scotland Yard considers the dan-ger of
mischievous boys accidentally starting the motors
is too great.
PAYING $277,000,000 LOANS ON 102,709
HOMES
'.'Those comfortable, well-meaning individuals
and their socialistic imitators who seek to solve

ho~sin_g by doing things for the people directly
or md1rectly out of the public treasury might find
something worth thinking about in the annual re- •
port of the Superintendent of Banks relating to
savings and loan a ssociations I under the State
Banking Department," said Charles O'Connor
Hennessy, President of Franklin Society for
Home-Building and Savings, the other · day.
"These a ssociations with over 504,000 members
by mutual co-operation in prudent accumulation
and investment of savings are very effectively
solving the problem for a vast number of families without making any fuss about it.
"This repol't shows that in January 102 709
families were paying off home mor tgage d~bts
to these a ssociations, aggregating $277,000,000.
These funds came from systematic savings of
401,299 non-borrowing members."
GOOD APPEA:{?ANCE SELLS AMERICAN
CARS ABROAD
American cars are being sold in Germany
through the appeal of their attractive appearance. This is sufficiently strong to overcome the
60 to 80 per cent. import duty, says A. C. Tessen,
who has been placed in charge of Berlin sales for
the General Motors Export Co.
Real leather upholstery, nickel trim, quality
fabrics in closed cars, the attention to finish and
appointments and four-wheel brakes are called
the selling points of American cars.
"In 1924," says Tessen, "the American automotive imports into Germany constituted 18.8
per cent. of the total German auto registration.
The first months of this year showed American
imports had increased to 70 per cent. of the total
registration." Tessen, who a ssumes his General
Motors duties on Julv 1, has been representative
of the Ford Motor Co. in Copenhagen for some
time. Before entering the automobile field he was
general sales representative for the Sheffield
(England) industries and represented German
ehipbuilding firms.
DECORATION OF HOME NEEDS CORRECT
LIGHTING FIXTURES
. Proper and suffi_ci~nt illumJnation is necessary
m the home, and 1t 1s depenoent upon three factors, the number and location of the outlets, the
number of lights in each fixture, and the size and
power of the lamps. With the moderate cost of
electricity, few homes are ill lighted in these days.
But there is another phase which has not received sufficient attention.
That is tl\e importance of suitable lighting fixtures in the decorative scheme of the home. A
very beautiful fixtm:e may be unattractive, if
placed in an atmosphere to which it is unsuited.
Fixtures run in types as much as furniture. For
instance, fixtures for the Colonial home should be
finished in antique silver, dull gold, 'pewter or
brass. Early English houses need antique silver,
English brass or bronze. The most appropriate
finish for the Italian or Spanish home is gold,
touched with colors and softened with antique.
Another point to be remembered is that the
fixtures must be effective in daylight, and not
merely when they are illuminated.
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TIMELY TOPICS
BRICK CONSTRUCTION DURABLE
The man.. who builds a common brick house pays
in advance just a little more for a home that lasts
longer and is by the very nature of its construction immuned from fire danger.

age. Birds struck all around them. An assistant
was knocked down by a big drake as he stepped
into the gallery with a flashlight. Another bird
broke a plate-glass window and fluttered to the
floor and died of its wounds.

NIAM-NIAM ENTERS DOG SHOWS
NO MORE WILL IRISH BACHELORS GAZE
Niam-niam dogs, the latest thing in society
ON LINGERIE MANNEQUINS
pets, come from the Sudan. . The London Kenn1:l
Bachelors in Enniskillen, Ireland, have been
Club h.:1s given the Nmm-mam unusual recogm- robbed of one of their favorite pastimes-that of
. · tion by declaring it a pure breed. The newcomer attending mannequin parades.
to British dog shows has a short coat of yellow
There has been no explanation of the ruling .
. hair, pointed ears, a curly tail and stands abqut · The news has been whispered about, however,
high.
fifteen inches
that in view of the fact that married men are per-----. mitted to attend the latest fashions in chic linHEART OF LATE EMPEROR KARL MAY gerie are to be displayed, as well as the newest
BECOME ROYALIST SHRINE
street creations. Lingerie should not interest
Ex-Empress Zita of Hungary . is considering a bachelors, aver the shopkeepe~·s.
l)lan to send the heart of the late Emperor Karl
The mannequins, most of whom are from Dub· to Stuplweisenburg for burial near the graves of lin and London, are peeved at the decree of the
.
.
Hungary's first kings.
store managers. If married men are allowed to
It is intended to make the tomb contammg see the parades, declare the mannequins, single
Karl's heart a legitimist l'.1ecca where those who men should be equally honored.
still hail the boy Archduke Otto as king may offer
"All men look alike to us," ventured Mrs. Vera
prayers for his early return to th:! th: one.
Hutchins, in charge of the mannequin employ. ment agency of County Fermanagh, "and we conCAMELS, REINDEER, DOTH BRING FURS tend that it is really taking a shingle off the roof
Camels, reindeer teams a:r.d airplanes are ):>usy of our livelihood, as bachelors as well as men with
collecting furs from the far r;iaches of Russia to life mates are interested in smart dress-and
<!eek American dowagers and flappers.
undress-as a great many of them have no intenAway down south in Russian Turkmeistan 1 tions of remaining bachelors always."
where the sands are hot and the railways few ana
The married men are allowed to attend the
far between, camels-the ships of the desert- shows-only on condition that their wives bring
bring their cargoes of silvery "baby lamb" furs
them .
. to the market. Persian lamb skins-the crinkly
black Astrakhan-also start on the journey to STRIPES ADD DISTINCTION AND BEAUTY
America on the swaying camels.
TO PLAIN WALL INTERIORS
In many a modern home. the one-tone finish
AGED DANCERS SHORTEN LIFE, IS
gives a background of simplicity and beauty. But
DOCTOR'S VIEW
to that finish is often added one touch-striping.
The views of English doctor at Monte Carlo
And that one touch supplies a decorative note
are causing many elderly dance lovers on the which makes the room distinctly different from
Riviera to stop or p1use in th.cir revelry.
the usual one-tone finish without the striping
This doctor says that the present craze for lines.
dancing is taking five years from the lives of perObtaining the most effective results with
sons over sixty who indulge, and that scores of stripes depends upon the choice of color for them
in
deaths in the British and American colonies
and the entire wall. Ii you use paint made of
France are traceable to the fad.
white-lead and flatting oil, your colot selection
"Dancing harms no one," he says, "but the need be limited only by your desires.
harmful part is that the man or woman over sixty
Striping con~ists of a narrow banding line or
usually insists on a youthful dancing partner.
lines applied directly to the sirle wall. It outlines
all window frames, door frames and other interior
trim and parallels the wood trim and the ceiling
EXBIRDS ATTACK LIGHTHOUSE CREW,
line, the distance away depending on the width
TINGUISH BEACON
of the stripe.
Choice of color for the striping is important.
Keepers at Saddleback Light, on a pile of rocks
out in the Atlantic six miles from Vinalhaven, A color verv close to that of the wall color will
Me., are unable to account for two recent a ttacks result in a subduing effect. On the other hand,
by seabirds during storms. Hundreds of birds an intensely contrasting cJlor will add snap and
took part in the attacks, and dozens of elder brilliance.
There is practically no end to the number cf
ducks, commonly called sea ducks, dashe:l. themselves against the friendly beacon and were shades and tints you can obtain with this alllead, all-color paint mixed and tinted for the job.
killed.
In the first atta<;k a drake weighing ten pounds That is why this combination of white lead and
broke one of the lenses and put out the light. flatting oil is used so frequently in p'r oducinl'
Disregarding their own safety, the kee_pers work- striping and many other beautiful and distill.d;ivd
ed furiously through the storm to repair the dam- wall finishes,
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- Latest Issues 1234 Young Wild West and the Broken Gun; or,
Arietta's Quick Wit.
1235 Young Wild West Fighting the Cowboys; or,
The Doom of the "Hurrah" Outfit.
1236 Young Wild West and the Death Dip; or,
Arietta Fighting the Smelter Fiends.
1237 Young Wild West and "Tarantula Tom";
or, 'The Worst "Bad Man" in Arizona.
1238 Young Wild West and the Silent Six; or,
Arietta's Round-Up in a Cave.
1239 Young Wild West and "Broken Bow"; or,
The Siege of the Settlers.
1240 Young Wild West Gathering Gold; or, Arietta'~ Wonderful Find.
1241 Young Wild· West Showing His Skill; or,
The Shoot-Up at "Show-Down."
1242 Young Wild West Among the Apaches; or,
Arietta and the Death Pit.
1243 Young Wild West and the (?overnn:ient Detective; or, Tracking a Tricky Thief.
1244 Young Wild West Caught on the Cliffs; or,
Arietta's Desperate Climb.
1245 Young Wild West and the Ranchman's Boy;
or, The Sheep Herder's Revenge.
12'6 Young Wild West and the Rival Outfits; or, 1
Arietta's Fight on the Cattle Range.
1247 Young Wild West with the Cavalry; or, The
Fight at Bear Pass.
1248 Young Wild West Finding a Fortune; or,
Arietta and the Flooded Claim.
1249 Young Wild West and the Mexican Raiders;
or, Exposing a Cattle King.
1250 Young Wild West and the Dynamite Fiends;
or, Arietta and the Avengers.
1251 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot's
Legacy; or, Baffling the Claim Jumpers.
1252 Young Wild West H~lping the Sheriff; or,
Arietta and the Express Thieves.
1253 Young Wild West and the Phantom Canoe;
or, Solving a Strange Mystery.
1254 Young Wild West's Square Deal; or, Arietta
and the Rustler's Daughter.
1255 Young Wild West Stopping a "Ghost Dance";
or, The Charge of the Gallant 6th.
1256 Young Wild West and the Mad Il~iner; or,
Arietta and the Secret of the Cliffs.
1257 Young Wild West and "Gold Dust Bill"; or,
The Man with the Yellow Streak.
1258 Young Wild West and the Death Brand; or,
Arietta's Great Risk.
1259 Young Wild West's Pawnee Pursuit; or, The
White Flower cf the Redskins.

1260 Young Wild West and the Mexican Man• ..
Trap; or, Arietta in the Robber's Den.
1261 Young Wild West's Lively Lariat; or, Roping the Rustle1·s.
1262 Young Wild West's Duel with a Dozen· or,
Arietta's only Chance.
'
1263 Young Wild West Trailing a Treasure· or,
Outwittini the Road Agents.
'
1264 Young Wild West Ruling a Ranch; or, Arletta and the Cow Girls.
1265 Young Wild West's Straight Shot· or, Cornered in a Chasm.
'
1266 Yeung Wild West's Mexican Mine; or, Arietta Breaking a Siege.
1267 Young Wild West's Hottest Trail; or, Winning a Big Reward.
1268 Young Wild West Tracking a Horse Thief•
or, Arietta and the Wild Girl.
'
1269 Young Wild .West's Apache Friend; or, The
Hidden Gold of the Pecos.
1270 Young Wild West's Three Shots; or, Arietta
and the Rattlesnake.
1271 Young Wild West and the Sky Pilot; or, The
Ropers of "Rough and Ready" Ranch.
1272 Young Wild West's Lucky Drop; or, Arietta
and the Outlaws.
1273 Young Wild West's Show; or, Caught in the
European War.
1274 Young Wild West and the Kaiser; or, The
Big Show in Berlin.
1275 Young Wild West Under Fire; or, Skirmish•
ing on the French Frontier.
1276 Young Wild West Helping the Red Cross:
or, The Crown Prince's Gratitude.
1277 Young Wild West and the Servians; or, The
Shot that Saved a General.
1278 Young Wild West's Neutrality; or, Accused
by Germans and Allies.
1270 Young Wild West and the French Spy; or
The Honor of an American.
1280 Young Wild West at the Forts; or, Outwitting a Russian Captain.
/
1281 Young Wild West and the Sharpshooters;
er, Arietta and the Hindoos.
1282 Young Wild West at the Flooded Trenches;
or, Saving a Belgian Town.
1283 Young Wild West Along the Yser; or, Anetta's Wonderful Shot.
1284 Young Wild West and General Von Kluck;
or, The Treasure of the Ruins.
1285 Young Wild West's Luck; or, Striking It
Rich at the Hills.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, Sc. per copy, in mone,:
or postage stamps.
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